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Please Donate to AIA
AIA is a unique alliance of organisations which represent all the major faiths. Not only is it the
only organisation to speak out on the moral treatment of animals by drawing on the combined
wisdom of all the faiths, but it also promotes social harmony by bringing the faith groups
together on an issue that they all share a concern for. Such cooperation between the faiths is what
politicians are encouraging and, as such, they are listening to AIA.

Therefore AIA is in a uniquely strong position to campaign for animals.

However, in order to continue campaigning for animals AIA needs funds. Please
make any donation you can by visiting our website and donating via PayPal or by completing the
‘Friend’ form on page 43 and sending a cheque. Your support is very much appreciated.
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The Animal Interfaith Alliance in 2016
AIA CE and editor of Animal Spirit magazine, Barbara Gardner, gave the following address to the 13th Interfaith Celebration for Animals on
22nd October 2016 on the work of the Alliance during that year.

By Barbara Gardner

I

n early 2014, when we
were first setting up
the Animal Interfaith
Alliance, Feargus and I
attended
an
event
organised
by
the
government department
responsible for interfaith
co-operation, who were
looking to support faith
groups working in the
community. Somebody
there told us that we
would never get all the
faiths co-operating on the
issue of animals, as there was so much religious division
surrounding them, particularly in the area of religious
slaughter. It would, at best, be problematic and, at worst, be
totally unworkable. Well here we are, over two years on, and
I can tell them that, so far, they were completely wrong.
I am delighted to say that we have 15 member
organisations from across all the main faiths who are totally
committed to animal welfare and rights and are totally in
agreement that we should treat our fellow travellers in this
cosmic journey with kindness and compassion and that we
should apply the golden rule, which is common to all faiths,
to all sentient beings and not just humans. In other words,
we should treat all sentient beings as we would wish to be
treated ourselves. The differences in views on religious
slaughter, so feared by our friend at that meeting over two
years ago, has never been an issue – all our members are
agreed that we should not be slaughtering animals at all.

Methane and nitrous oxide emitted from farm animals
are the most potent greenhouse gases and far more rain
forest is destroyed for cattle ranches than for palm oil.
(Methane is 25 times more potent than carbon dioxide and
nitrous oxide is 300 times more potent than carbon dioxide
– see Lisa Kemmerer’s book Eating The Earth and the film
Cowspiracy). Yet the environment movement still focuses
on cutting carbon emissions and reducing palm oil and is
failing to embrace the challenge of eating less meat, or
better still, changing to a plant-based diet, in order to tackle
climate change and environmental destruction. This issue
was not on the table at last year’s Climate Change
Conference in Paris.
Likewise, organisations campaigning to end world
poverty are not embracing the challenge of redirecting the
grain, which is fed to
—————————————
farm animals to provide
Our job is to work with these
meat for the first world,
other organisations to reto the poor and starving
connect the issues that they
of the third world, who
are concerned about with the
are being deprived of that
plight of the animals and to
grain.
get the issue of large-scale
This is an issue about
factory farming and the mass
human health as well, and
eating of meat by those in the
the
multi-billion-dollar
first world onto their
medical bill of dealing
agendas.
with heart-disease, stroke,
—————————————
diabetes
and
some
cancers – money that
could be going to help the poor. The World Health
Organisation recently officially labelled red meat as
carcinogenic. Encouraging the poor of the world to share
our meat-based diet will only exacerbate the problem and
we should set an example to them by changing our eating
habits.
Sadly, too, these movements seem to be overlooking the
wonderful things said about animals by Pope Francis in
Laudato Si’. The encyclical is being used, quite rightly, as a
guide for saving the environment, protecting against climate
change and caring for the poor, but the message about our
proper treatment of animals is being ignored. All these
issues are inter-related and inter-connected, and we cannot
ignore one issue without a knock-on effect on the other
issues.
Our job is to work with these other organisations to reconnect the issues that they are concerned about with the
plight of the animals and to get the issue of large-scale
factory farming and the mass eating of meat by those in the
first world onto their agendas.

Cooler Eating Campaign
This year, AIA launched its Cooler Eating Campaign, to put
the issue of the effects of meat-eating on climate change on
the agendas of the environment, development and faith
organisations. Amongst the many animal cruelty issues that
we are concerned about, one of the most troubling issues is
the suffering of billions of farm animals each year throughout
the world, in factory farms, in long distant live transport and
at slaughter. Not only is it an aberration, in my view, that
many people who care so much for other humans and for
their cats and dogs, can be so untouched by the suffering of
the animals that have now become their Sunday roast, their
chicken drumstick or their hamburger, but it is also an
aberration that people so concerned about the environment
and climate change and third world poverty can totally ignore
the role played by large-scale factory farming.
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Collaboration with other Organisations
AIA has started working in collaboration with The Alliance
of Religions and Conservation (ARC) which was established
in 1995 by Prince Philip to bring faith organisations together
to work for the environment and is headed by Martin Palmer.
ARC has established a large global network of faith-based
organisations undertaking initiatives for the environment.
More recently, they have become interested in embracing
animals in their circle of concern.
Earlier this year AIA worked with The Gandhi
Foundation and jointly hosted the multi-faith event Gandhi:
The Sanctity of Life and the Ethics of Diet. I would like to
thank Thom Bonneville of AIA and Graham Davey of The
Gandhi Foundation for all their hard work in organising this
and to congratulate them on such a successful event.
AIA has provided some financial support to The
Compassion Project which is a project recently set up in the
U.S. by Dr Will Tuttle and others to produce a film about
faith leaders speaking out for animals. They have already
produced a trailer for the film which can be viewed online.
You may also like to support them.
On 29th August, AIA joined Compassion in World
Farming in Parliament Square in London to protest against
live transport, as part of their A nimals are not Freight
campaign and we also ran a social media campaign to get this
message out.
I was delighted to join our patron, Nitin Mehta and our
member organisation, The Y oung Jains on 1 May this year at
the Mahavir birthday celebrations, in presenting the Mahavir
Award to Darryl Cunnington and Roger Swaine, who were
brutally attacked by fox hunters whilst monitoring an illegal
fox hunt on behalf of The League A gainst Cruel Sports.
Radio Safe & Sound, an animal rights radio station in
New Zealand, kindly interviewed me twice this year, firstly
on AIA and the faiths’ teachings on animals, and then on
more esoteric subjects, such as are animals like us, do they
have consciousness and do they have souls? These
programmes went out on 26th September and 3rd October.
Please visit their Facebook page as they have many
interviews with interesting animal rights advocates, for
example, Peter Singer.
On 17th – 20th September, we attended a Liberal
Democrat Lawyers Association Rights-Liberties-Justice
(RLJ) meeting at the Liber al Democr at Confer ence in
Brighton, entitled ‘Animal Welfare – Animal Rights. Time for
a Review?’ and we put forward the motion that there should
be a review of how to include the rights of animals in
legislation. Our patron, Dr Richard Ryder, was one of the
speakers there and he spoke eloquently on the teachings of
Pope Francis in Laudato Si’. Gavin Grant, former CE of the
RSPCA also spoke.

Universal Kinship Appeal
We continue to run the Gandhi/Schweitzter Universal
Kinship Appeal which was set up ten years ago by Rev.
Feargus O’Connor to raise funds for medical research using
humane methods that don’t involve testing on animals. This
helps both humans and animals and, thanks largely to the
Unitarians, has raised over £25,000. The fund is managed by
the Dr Hadwen Trust for humane research. I am enormously
grateful to Feargus for all his hard work in promoting both
the fund and awareness of the need to find alternatives to
animal testing in much-needed medical research.
Thank Yous!
None of these activities would have been possible without
the very generous funding from The Romeera Foundation
and the individual donations from some of our patrons and
member organisations, so I would like to express my
sincerest thanks to them for all their support and for making
this possible.
I would also like to thank the individuals who have
worked hard on AIA’s behalf – our patrons, particularly
Anant Shah, Dr Richard Ryder, Joyce D’Silva and Nitin
Mehta – our directors, Rev. Feargus O’Connor, Thom
Bonneville, Ketan Varia, Harshad Sangrajka, Chris Fegan, Fr
Martin Henig and Sarah Dunning.
I would particularly like to thank Marian Hussenbux for
her letter-writing campaign work. Hardly a day goes by when
Marian doesn’t write or email, on behalf of AIA, about some
animal cruelty issue in the world in order to try to bring it to
an end. She has written about bullfighting, pig wrestling, the
killing of elephants and the plight of captive elephants,
grouse shooting and hare coursing, to name just a few issues.

2nd AIA AGM
22nd October 2016
At the 2nd AIA AGM held on 22nd October 2016 at
Golders Green Unitarians, the following honorary posts
were approved:
Chair - Rev. Feargus O’Connor
Secretary - Ketan Varia
Treasurer - Judith Wilkings
Barbara Gardner agreed to continue as CE and, although
not board members, Marian Hussenbux continues to act
as the correspondence secretary and Sheila Thomas has
been warmly welcomed as the membership secretary.

‘I have no doubt that it is part of the destiny of the human race,
in its gradual improvement, to leave off eating animals, as surely
as the savage tribes have left off eating each other when they
came into contact with the more civilised.’
Henry D. Thoreau (1817 - 1862)
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AIA’s Campaigning Activity - 2016
AIA’s International Campaigns Secretary Marian Hussenbux writes to people of influence throughout the world to alleviate the
suffering of animals. Here she reports on her campaigning activity for the second half of 2016.

By Marian Hussenbux

Britain

of this appeal to ban live exports to Theresa May, Boris
Johnson, and, at DEFRA, Lord Gardiner, Andrea Leadsom,
George Eustice and Thérèse Coffey.
They are replying with the standard response, and have
not committed to banning live exports after Brexit.
We also wrote to the French Minister of Agriculture,
Stéphane Le Foll, asking him to take action on this subject.
Many French animals had been exported in appalling
conditions to Turkey.

Buzzards
We have written to DEFRA
and Natural England after the
announcement
they
were
issuing four licences to kill
buzzards on shooting estates
to protect ‘game’ birds. This is
the thin edge of the wedge and
could encourage more illegal
killing.

Cruel Treatment of elephants at Zoos and Safari Parks
Born Free reported that the ankus, or bull hook, “is still
used to manage elephants under systems that permit keepers
and elephants to share the same space: [at] ZSL Whipsnade
Zoo, Colchester Zoo, Woburn Safari Park and West
Midlands Safari Park.
This management system, generally known as Free
Contact, places keepers at risk and traditionally relies on the
use of an ankus to control elephants. Free Contact handling
is acknowledged to be associated with keeper injury and
death.
Furthermore, at least one of these zoos, ZSL Whipsnade
Zoo, permits elephants to share space with the visiting
public while elephants are walked around the zoo grounds:
something that is, in the opinion of the animal protection
organisations, wholly unsafe.”
We wrote to the Zoo Branch of DEFRA asking them to
ban this cruel and unnecessary tool.
If you too wish to protest, please contact:

Bristol Zoo’s Big Night Out
Bristol Zoo runs a Big Night Out programme, during which
visitors can visit after hours, causing, not surprisingly, stress
to the animals, especially the lions, who were seen to be
pacing about. We wrote to the Director asking him to stop
this, but received no reply. The Zoo says on their web site:
Special events held within the grounds of Bristol Zoo are
always popular with our guests and we have been holding
events here for many years – from open-air film nights and
live music events, to Halloween festivals and Christmas
carols…
For more, please see:
http://www.bristolzoo.org.uk/event-qa
If you wish to contact Bristol Zoo, details are:
guestservices@bristolzoo.org.uk,information@bristolzoo.org
.uk

Zoos Branch
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Zone 1/14b Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Temple Quay Bristol BS1 6EB.

CIWF’s Animals Are Not Freight Campaign
AIA directors attended the Compassion demonstration in
London on October 29, culmination of the international
Animals Are Not Freight campaign, and we wrote in support

Elephant Rose-Tu at Oregon Zoo
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Badger Culls and Driven Grouse Shooting
The badger killing zones were extended earlier this year to
parts of Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, Cornwall, Devon,
Somerset and Dorset. We joined with the RSPCA, the
Wildlife Trusts, the Badger Trust, the League Against Cruel
Sports, Animal Aid et al to protest against this.
The petition asking for a ban on Driven Grouse Shooting
gained the requisite number of signatures for a debate in
Parliament on October 31 (no vote was planned) and the
week before that the petitioner, Dr. Mark Avery, together
with a RSPB official, answered questions on the issue from
MPs.
Both events revealed a disgraceful bias towards the

Scottish Mountain Hares

In response to wide publication in March of, and outcry
about, the photo showing shooters with a truck piled with
dead hares, a board member of the Cairngorms National Park
Authority recently advised game keepers to cover their
vehicles in future.
We have raised the issue with this board member,
mentioning others relating to driven grouse shooting as they
are all connected matters. If people did not pay exorbitant
fees to shoot grouse, raptors and other creatures who get in
the way of this futile activity would not disappear and/or be
killed in various ways – and mountain hares, who can carry a
tick which may infect grouse, would not be killed in their
thousands.
The Scottish animal group OneKind is working hard and
in innovative ways to defend their wonderful native hare and
organised a lobby of the Scottish Parliament on 17
November. The Cabinet Secretary, Roseanna Cunningham,
spoke at this protest and we have asked her to use her powers
to introduce a Nature Conservation Order to prohibit the hare
culls within the boundary of the Cairngorms National Park.
Among others, the Green MSP, Alison Johnstone, also
attended the OneKind lobby and we thanked her for
becoming a Species Champion of the brown and mountain
hare in the Scottish Government.

shooting side (represented in the evidence session by the
Countryside Alliance and the Moorland Association). We
wrote to thank MPs Kerry McCarthy, Rachael Maskell and
Angela Smith, who all spoke up well in support of a ban.
Kerry McCarthy has replied to say she is writing to the
Speaker about the conduct of the debate and will continue to
work with campaigners like the League Against Cruel Sports,
the RSPB, Dr. Mark Avery and Chris Packham.
This campaign continues.

‘This is dreadful! Not the suffering and death of the
animals, but that man suppresses in himself,
unnecessarily, the highest spiritual capacity - that of
sympathy and pity toward the living creatures like himself
- and by violating his own feelings becomes cruel.’
Leo Tolstoy (1828—1910)
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Europe
French Slaughter Houses
As a response to appalling scenes videoed in the Le Vigan
slaughterhouse in France, we wrote to Stéphane Le Foll,
Agriculture Minister, asking him to take strong action against
this. We received a detailed reply by post, outlining his
intentions. Briefly, he ordered a complete audit of all 259
slaughterhouses and made a number of requirements. His
2016 - 2020 Plan of Action for animal welfare presented on 5
April 2016 comprises 20 concrete actions around research
and innovation, making all staff responsible, development of
stock-raising practices, prevention of ill treatment of animals,
and the plan also requires assurances about the protection of
animals at time of slaughter.
The Minister said he deemed it necessary to set up a
judicial review in order to determine if the positioning of
cameras at killing posts was possible, and there is already a
private initiative studying this in order to decide on the
compatibility of these video recordings with official
inspection services on site.
The Plan is accessible at: http://agriculture.gouv.fr/unenouvelle-strategie-globale-pour-le-bien-etre-des-animaux
This reply seemed very positive, but we shall wait and see.
Live Transport - Eight Hour Limit
Thanks to help from a German-speaking colleague, we sent a
letter to Dr. Angela Merkel, asking her to support the
proposed eight hour limit on transport of live animals
throughout Europe. This was promptly acknowledged and
passed on to another department.

Bull Tormenting in Algemesi
We made our annual complaint to the Mayor of the town of
Algemesí in the Valencian Community, about the event in
which young bulls are cruelly tormented in the streets,
including by children.
We reminded her that the UN has asked France, Portugal,
Mexico, Peru and Colombia to protect children against the
violence of the corrida.
Bull Torture in Medinaceli, Castilla y León
In Medinaceli, Castilla y León, the Toro de Júbilo, this year
named Mancheguito, was subjected to a terrible ordeal by
fire, after which he was slaughtered in the abattoir.
As well as writing to the Mayor, on the advice of a
Spanish campaigning group we also wrote to the President of
Castilla y León in protest. We received a detailed standard
reply explaining that this traditional event complies with all
current legislation.
The Zoo de Castellar de la Frontera, Cádiz
The Zoo de Castellar de la Frontera, Cádiz, as well as being
a deplorable environment for sentient creatures, also allows
visitors to feed, touch and have their photos taken with the
animals, including big cat cubs. We wrote to ask for radical
improvements to be made to this wholly inadequate
establishment.
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North America

Wild Horses and Burro
A National W ild Horse and Burro Advisory Board
recommendation, made in September, urged the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) to use euthanasia to reduce the
number of ‘unadoptable’ wild horses and burros in BLM’s
long-term holding facilities. We wrote in support of appeals
to the BLM to develop a preservation programme for wild
horses and burros. It has already cost Americans millions in
tax to protect the wild equines captured off the range.
The current crisis has been created by the agency’s
refusal to manage populations on the range over the past 20
years with proven, safe and humane fertility control.

Marineland in Ontario
Marineland in Ontario has been the subject of complaints
that date back to 2012. Sea lions suffer from abuse, neglect
and contaminated water and the establishment has a long
history of obtaining wild-caught orcas, dolphins and beluga
whales to be kept captive.
We appealed to the Prime Minister of Ontario to
introduce adequate captive animal protection laws.
Vancouver Aquarium
Also in Canada, the V ancouver Aquarium has received
criticism on the recent deaths of beluga whales Aurora and
her daughter Qila. We wrote to the management asking that
they take the ethical perspective and if possible, release to
sanctuaries the cetaceans they currently hold. We also
protested against their lending of belugas to other facilities
for captive-breeding. We maintain that breeding for a life of
captivity is unethical and cruel.
You can leave messages for the management staff at:
reception@vanaqua.org

Black Bears in New Jersey
In November, we wrote to David Chanda, Director of the
New Jersey Division of Fish & Wildlife, who had given
permits for the killing of the native black bear, both by rifle
and by bow and arrow. It is also permitted to kill females
and cubs, something no other state but Alaska allows.
This is somewhat surprising, as New Jersey generally
has a more positive record on animal protection and could
become the first US state to ban the de-clawing of cats.
We also wrote to thank the New Jersey Senator,
Raymond Lesniak, who is an animal advocate and had
written to David Chanda, asking for the extended bear hunt
in December to be stopped.

Coyotes in Utah
We have many times protested against the constant killing
of coyotes in several US states. In August, Kane County in
Utah proposed allowing night shooting with spotlights of
coyotes, red foxes, striped skunks and jack rabbits. It was
immediately apparent how undesirable this would be for so
many reasons – and it is particularly wrong as the state of
Utah has banned spotlighting.
We protested to the Kane County Commissioners
against this, and, from a Utah contact, have received this
update:
The measure that would allow night time spotlight hunting
of coyotes has for the time being been put on hold. At the
hearing there were overwhelming numbers of people in
support of the coyotes and only a tiny group supporting the
night time hunting of coyotes. The Kane County
Commissioners had also received a large number of emails
opposing the spotlight hunting. The Commissioners declined
to vote on the measure, so it did not pass. Without all that
support, it would, we believe certainly have passed. It is
possible that it may come up again in the future. But, at
least for now, we are taking this as a victory for the coyotes.

California Harbor Seals Corrigendum:
Jane Reldan writes: ‘Regarding your Summer 2016 issue the Seal Conservancy is most grateful for your support of
the harbor seals at Casa Beach in La Jolla, California USA,
as noted on page 7.
I did however want to clarify the situation.
You wrote, "The only request made is that the area
chosen by the seals be roped off during the pupping season."
In fact, what we have been fighting for is to close the
beach to humans during the harbor seal pupping season,
which goes from December 15 to May 15 annually. The
other 7 months of the year, there is a guideline rope on the
beach, to help beachgoers remember to stay back from the
seals, when they are present. However the guideline rope is
only a guideline and it's not illegal for people to ignore it, if
they so choose.
That is why we've fought to close the beach for 5 months
of the year. The closure has been in effect for the past 2
pupping seasons, and has worked wonderfully.
Unfortunately the seasonal closure is now under threat
thanks to the same local residents who are mentioned in
your article - they have sued the City of San Diego and the
California Coastal Commission over their unanimous
decision to close the beach, and have won the first round.
The City is appealing the decision.’
Please see our website http://sealconservancy.org for
details.

Red Wolves in North Carolina
There are now fewer than 45 red wolves in the wild, all in
North Carolina. Anti-wolf sentiments are persuading the US
Fish & Wildlife Service to shut down recovery plans for this
highly endangered species.
We appealed to Sally Jewell, Secretary of the Interior,
not to allow this tiny population to diminish further.
‘Non-violence leads to the highest ethics, which is the goal
of all evolution. Until we stop harming all other living
beings, we are still savages.’ Thomas Edison (1847—1931)

From Marian: I apologise for my misreading of this
arrangement and am glad to be able to put the record
straight.
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Africa

Australasia

Barbary Macaques in Morocco

Koalas and other Wildlife in New South Wales
Premier Baird’s land clearing laws are decimating the New
South Wales (NSW) bushland, threatening the habitat of
native species such as koalas.
Only 9 per cent of NSW native forests that remain are
protected in national parks or conservation areas. Many of
the remaining forests are slated for logging as state forests.
These state forests represent incredibly important wildlife
habitats.
Almost 1,000 wildlife and plant species in NSW are
formally listed as being threatened with extinction. At the
current rate, even the iconic koala may be gone from NSW
by 2055.
We asked Premier Baird to stop the destruction of these
precious environments by ending subsidised logging of
public state forests and have received a reply defending
these actions.
It begins: The current Native V egetation A ct does not
work – the quality of biodiversity in NSW has declined and
our farmers are tied up in unnecessary red tape. The Act
has not delivered for the environment, yet it also impedes
our farmers’ productivity.
The NSW Government is committed to reforming the
state’s native vegetation and threatened species laws. We
want to ensure that the new laws are fair and balanced,
allow primary producers to get on with the business of
farming, and provide support with unprecedented funding
for landowners who choose to protect and improve
biodiversity on their land…
The Premier’s Secretary promises updates to this.

In Morocco, Born Free reports that Barbary macaques are
now the subject of a National Conservation Action Plan, but
implementation of legislation is not happening in Marrakesh,
in the Jemaa el Fna square. Here, tourists are pestered to
have their photos taken with the animals, whose welfare is
not assured.
Born Free reports: ‘At the recent CITES Conference in
Johannesburg in September, Morocco and the EU
successfully proposed the up-listing of the Barbary Macaque
to Appendix I to help tackle this cruel trade, and Born Free
was among the organisations strongly supporting the
proposal, along with the Species Survival Network.’
Morocco hosted the UN Climate Talks (UNFCCC
CoP22) in November, so we took the opportunity of writing
to UNESCO, as this ancient square was inscribed in 2008 on
the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity under the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage.
We received a reply, saying they were passing our letter
to the Permanent Delegation of the Kingdom of Morocco to
UNESCO and the Morocco National Commission for
UNESCO.
We have heard nothing further, but matters might
improve and Born Free will no doubt keep us updated.
Please see:
http://www.bornfree.org.uk/campaigns/
primates/primates-under-threat/monkey-madness-inmarrakech/
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New Zealand

AIA Very Disappointed at EFRA
Enquiry Recommendation re
RSPCA

Rodeos
Earlier this year, in response to scenes of cruelty at New
Zealand rodeos, we joined campaigners in asking for a ban
on them.
Although one town did in fact ban the rodeo planned this
year, the Prime Minister John Key has failed to take action
against them, despite a petition and much distressing footage
of animals in distress over the past few seasons. We have
written again to complain.
You might want to take action here:
http://safe.org.nz/ecards/tell-john-key-ban-rodeo
Seneca White Deer
One final update, which is positive:
In our last report, we mentioned the unique Seneca
White Deer living in a former military depot in New York
State where the land was up for sale and the future of the
animals dubious.
We are very happy to report that the new owner of the
site is keen to help the deer survive and ‘has planted
soybeans on the northern portion of the former Depot and
announced plans to plant other crops, such as clover, grasses
and turnips to help rebuild the white deer population. He has
stated that he would like to open the property to the public to
see the white deer next spring.’

T

he Animal Interfaith Alliance (AIA) was very
disappointed
at
the
newly
released
recommendation by EFRA that the RSPCA should be
stripped of
its prosecution powers.
The
recommendation comes from the EFRA Enquiry into the
effectiveness of the Animal Welfare Act 2016 with regard
to domestic pets, to which AIA submitted evidence earlier
this year.
The enquiry was supposed to investigate important
issues such as how effective the Animal Welfare Act 2016
was with regard to protecting companion animals,
particularly in the area of online sales and advertising, and
covered key issues such as the over-production of
companion animals, puppy farms and the current crises in
the numbers of unwanted dogs, cats and equines.
But it appears that these important issues have been
overshadowed by the Enquiry’s recommendation that the
RSPCA should be stripped of its prosecution powers.
An AIA spokesperson said, ‘It is very disappointing
that the EFRA Enquiry should make this recommendation
and it appears that the whole enquiry was a sham,
organised by a pro-foxhunting minority who dominated the
committee to ensure that they would be protected from
future prosecutions for their illegal hunting activities.
What a wasted opportunity to address the urgent issue of
the over-production of companion animals’.
AIA applauds the excellent work of the RSPCA in
enforcing current animal welfare legislation, often in very
difficult circumstances. It would be marvellous if the
police, local authorities and the CPS fully took on this
responsibility and it was not left to a charity to undertake
this work. But with their own issues over the allocation of
their limited resources, this hasn’t happened and is unlikely
to happen in the future. If the RSPCA does not prosecute
and enforce existing animal welfare legislation, then who
will protect the most vulnerable animals in our society?
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Ahimsa in Action
Rev. Feargus O’Connor MA, is Chair of AIA, a Unitarian Minister and secretary of the World Congress of Faith.

By Rev. Feargus O’Connor

To mercy, pity, peace and love
All pray in their distress
And to these virtues of delight
Return their thankfulness…

Animal Interfaith Alliance’s
13th Interfaith Celebration
for Animals

For mercy has a human heart;
Pity, a human face;
And love the human face divine:
And peace the human dress.

W

illiam Blake’s words express the tender feelings
which human distress bring out in all people of
sensibility and ver y special individuals r espond by
devoting their lives to the service of humanity and the
eradication of human and animal suffering.
That humane and compassionate spirit was shown by a
truly remarkable and exemplary Unitarian, the indomitable
Irishwoman Frances Power Cobbe. She worked with the
English reformer and pioneer of girls’ education Mary
Carpenter in caring for Bristol’s street children and was a
determined campaigner for women’s rights.
She was instrumental in getting a change in the law that
allowed battered wives to separate from their husbands but it
was her single minded struggle against what she deemed the
systematic cruelty to defenceless animals in laboratories that
gave her a lasting fame.
Who can fail to enjoy this portrait of Frances by the
novelist Louisa May Alcott? ‘The door suddenly flew open,
and in rolled an immensely stout lady, with skirts kilted up, a
cane in her hand, a flyaway green bonnet on her head and a
loud laugh issuing from her lips…. “Me dear creature, if ye
love me, a glass of sherry!”…
‘I had imagined a severe lady, and was much surprised to
see this merry, witty, Falstaffian personage, one minute
talking earnestly and gravely on the suffrage question, the
next criticising an amateur poem in a way that convulsed her
hearers. When she went away talking hard till out of the gate,
it was as if a sunbeam had left the room.’
Frances was a prolific writer and her presence in the
offices of the Echo, writing leading articles, was evidence that
she was probably the first woman ever to work professionally
in the offices of a national newspaper.
But, as one observer said, Frances ‘gave her time to
Theists, to workhouse inmates and to women, but she gave
herself to animals’. She was the founder, with the support of
the revered humanitarian reformer Lord Shaftesbury, of the
first anti-vivisection society in the world. She undertook well
over thirty years of tireless labour in defence of laboratory
animals and devoted herself wholeheartedly to this cause until
her death in 1904.

T

he 13th Interfaith Celebration for Animals,
sponsored by The Animal Interfaith Alliance
(AIA), The World Congress of Faiths and Quaker
Concern for Animals was held at Golders Green
Unitarians, on 22nd October 2016 at 3.00pm.
The service was led by Rev. Feargus O’Connor, MA,
Chair of AIA and Secretary of The World Congress of
Faiths and the guest speakers were Rev. Prof. Martin Henig
(AIA and ASWA) and Barbara Gardner (AIA and CCA).
The service also featured organist: Mary Craine, pianist:
Georgina Drewe, soprano: Caroline Hunter and harpist:
Marilene Berryman, with the participation of
representatives of various world faiths.
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So what made Frances so passionately committed to the
struggle against experiments on living animals? It was
surely the realisation that cruelty to the vulnerable and the
defenceless was morally repugnant as well as degrading to
those who perpetrated it. It came from direct personal
observation of such cruelty and lack of humane feeling to
our sentient fellow creatures.
Frances describes in her autobiography her own
experience which led her on her crusade of mercy.
‘In that laboratory we sacrificed daily from one to three
dogs, besides rabbits and other animals, and after four
months’ experience I am of the opinion that not one of these
experiments on animals was justifiable or necessary….’
An ardent dog lover ever since her childhood days,
Frances goes on to describe the cruel and heartless
experiments inflicted on defenceless dogs:
‘I think the saddest sight I ever witnessed was when the
dogs were brought up from the cellar to the laboratory…
they seemed seized with horror as they smelt the air of the
place, divining, apparently, their approaching fate. They
would make friendly advances to each of the three or four
persons present, and as far as eyes, ears and tail could make
a mute appeal for mercy eloquent, they tried in vain….’
Frances Power Cobbe’s campaign against such
organised laboratory cruelties continues to this day. Today
we witness new horrors which even Frances herself could
little have dreamed of, such as the genetic engineering of
our fellow sentient creatures.
We can be comforted that, not only her fellow
Unitarians, but those of other faiths represented by our own
Animal Interfaith Alliance wish to honour her memory by
doing what Frances and Shaftesbury would most have
wanted: carrying on the campaign for humane medical
research and saving other dogs, cats, rabbits and even our
fellow primates from heartless cruelties perpetrated in the
animal lives.

name of science. Today we are able to do something
positive to help advance the cause of scientific
knowledge, alleviate human suffering and disease without
sacrificing
Since the Universal Kinship A ppeal was founded in
2006 at a W orld Congress of Faiths interfaith animal
celebration we have been able to send £27,402 to the Dr
Hadwen Trust for Humane Research. I am delighted that
this appeal, which hitherto has been supported by a
dedicated band of Unitarians and Quakers, has now been
adopted by our Animal Interfaith Alliance and renamed
the Gandhi Schweitzer Universal Kinship Appeal. Thanks
to you it is now a truly multi-faith one.
I had the honour of being invited first to a special
meeting at the House of Commons attended by MPs and
peers from various political parties and then the launch at
Queen Mary University of London of the new Animal
Replacement Centre of Excellence (ARC), the first ever
biomedical research institute dedicated to developing
innovative non-animal research methods to overcome the
limitations of and reliance on animal models and
discovering better methods of preventing and treating
human diseases. This new centre was made possible only
by the initiative and vital financial support of the Dr
Hadwen Trust and the goodwill and commitment of Queen
Mary University of London researchers and academics.
This is an exciting development and surely one worthy
of the support of AIA and of all people of goodwill? If
you wish to express your solidarity with this new humane
research institute please kindly consider sending a
donation to the Dr Hadwen Trust, Suite 8, Portmill House,
Portmill Lane, Hitchin, Hertfordshire SG5 1DJ and ask
for it to go to the AIA’s Gandhi Schweitzer Universal
Kinship Appeal in support of ARC.

We Warmly Welcome
Judith Wilkings to the board as Treasurer and Sheila Thomas as Membership Secretary.

Judith Wilkings

Judith Wilkings is a member of Quaker Concern for
Animals and the RSPCA. She has been Managing
Director and Company Secretary of her Engineering
and Technical Recruitment Agency and business, from
which she is now retired. Her home has always been
shared with companion animals.
Sheila Thomas BA FCLIP MWeldI MBCS is an
information professional who worked in engineering
and joining technology for over 40 years. Now retired,
she has a couple of freelance part-time jobs based on
her experience in industry and is happy to be helping
AIA as Membership Secretary. She is a life member of
Catholic Concern for Animals. Her animal interests
range from native wildlife to her two pet cats.
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Sheila Thomas

Animal Welfare and Animal Rights : Time for a Review?
On 20th September 2016, AIA patron Dr Richard Ryder gave the following speech at the Liberal Democrats Lawyers Association meeting at
the Liberal Democrat Conference in Brighton.

By Dr Richard D Ryder

T

hank you very much for
asking me to talk on
Animal Rights.
I am
speaking in my personal capacity
and not on behalf of the RSPCA
nor any other body. It is hard to
have to follow Gavin Grant, the
most eloquent man in Britain.
I am not a lawyer so cannot
speak with authority on such
interesting questions as the
distinction between legal rights
and moral rights. Most of us
laymen imagine, perhaps wrongly, that if laws exist which in
some ways protect animals from certain forms of treatment,
such as cruelty, then to that extent the animals already have
certain legal rights. So, in as much as some animals have had
protection under the law in this country since 1822 they have,
I would humbly suggest, had legal rights; for example not to
be ‘wantonly beaten, abused or ill-treated’.
I quote from Martins Act which passed into law on 22 July
1822 ─ the first ever Parliamentary legislation of its sort.
Richard Martin MP was a redoubtable figure and a wellknown duellist. So those Tory MPs who opposed his Bill
tended to obscure their identities possibly in order to avoid
meeting Martin at dawn. He was a good shot with a pistol!
The Act, which will enjoy its bicentenary in five years’
time, should perhaps be known as the Martin/Erskine Act after
Thomas, Lord Erskine who was Lord Chancellor. Almost
incredibly, he succeeded in getting their Bill through the
House of Lords on 9 June 1822. He had been trying for some
years, as had Martin. In 1809 Erskine complained:‘Animals are considered as property only. To destroy or
abuse them, from malice to the proprietor, or with an intention
injurious to his interest in them, is criminal, but the animals
themselves are without protection; the law regards them not
substantively; they have no rights.’
Erskine and Martin were two of those humane politicians,
most of them Whigs, who fought for human as well as animal
freedoms in the early years of the nineteenth century.
Along with Wilberforce, Fowell Buxton and others, Martin
and his friends went on to form the future RSPCA in 1824.
(Erskine had died in 1823.) All of them were also anti-slavery
campaigners. Most of them were friends or admirers of the
philosopher Jeremy Bentham who had, from the 1770s, argued
strongly for the better protection of animals. Bentham wrote
in 1780:‘The question is not can they reason? Nor can they talk?
But can they suffer? Why should the law refuse its protection
to any sensitive being?’ (Today we would say ‘sentient’
being.)

Interestingly, Bentham, who tended to dismiss the
concept of rights as ‘nonsense upon stilts’ (because people
tended to give the concept a religious quality), nevertheless
used the word when discussing animals:‘The day may come’ Bentham said ‘when the rest of the
animal creation may acquire those rights which never could
have been withheld from them but by the hand of
tyranny…’
Actually, the use of the word rights in the animal
context goes back through Dr Samuel Johnson to Alexander
Pope and the earlier anti-cruelty campaigners such as
Richard Steele and Joseph Addison. The word ‘rights’ for
animals was first used by Thomas Tryon in about 1683; he
imagines birds complaining about human assaults upon
their ‘natural rights’.
Chief Justice Sir Matthew Hale in 1662 can almost be
credited with launching the whole animal rights movement,
but using the word justice. He wrote:‘I have ever thought that there was a certain degree of
justice due from man to creatures.’
The older English word was, I believe, liberties.
Thomas Paine (1738 – 1809) had also shown an interest in
stopping cruelty to animals. His use of the word rights in,
———————————— for example, his Rights of
Man (1791) had probably
I don’t actually see much helped to give the word its
significant difference
negative connotations in this
between the concepts of
country. Because it was a
animal welfare and
word used by the French and
animal rights. It is the
the Americans in their
animal’s welfare ─ his or revolutions, the propertied
her right to be free from
classes in Britain shuddered
unnecessary pain and
when they heard the word ─
distress ─ that is at the
and still do! It is strange how
centre of all our concerns. in virtually every other
That is the moral nub of
country in the world today the
our compassion.
word rights is warmly
welcomed. Yet in Britain the
—————————— Daily Mail and the Daily
Telegraph still use it as a term
of abuse: a knee-jerk insult dating from the indignation that
followed American independence in 1776! So today, the
criticism of ‘rights’ is usually an unthinking outburst from
the morally and historically illiterate!
I don’t actually see much significant difference between
the concepts of animal welfare and animal rights. It is the
animal’s welfare ─ his or her right to be free from
unnecessary pain and distress ─ that is at the centre of all
our concerns. That is the moral nub of our compassion.
Human animals as well as nonhuman animals share the
capacity to suffer. That is all that matters morally.
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AIA Calls for Review of
Animal Rights in Legislation
at Lib Dem Lawyers Meeting

A

IA has called for the Liberal Democrats to undertake
a review of animal rights in legislation.
On 17th – 20th September 2016, the Liberal Democrat
Lawyers Association held their Rights-Liberties-Justice (RLJ)
meetings at the Liberal Democrat Conference in Brighton. One
of the meetings was entitled ‘Animal Welfare – Animal Rights.
Time for A Review?’ and examined how the A nimal Welfare
Act 2006 had performed and whether animals should have
rights.

Graham Colley, Dr Richard Ryder and Gavin Grant

Guest speakers included Liberal Democrats Dr Richard
Ryder, leader of the animal rights movement in Oxford in the
1960s, and Gavin Grant, former Chief Executive of the
RSPCA. The event was organised by Graham Colley, Chair of
RLJ.
Barbara Gardner of The Animal Interfaith Alliance attended
the debate and asked whether there could be a review of how to
include the rights of animals in legislation. She said that it was
time to stop tinkering around with animals’ welfare when their
rights were being abused. For example, we should not be
considering laws concerning the welfare of animals during long
distance transport when they should not be being treated as
freight at all.
It was agreed that the RLJ group would take forward a
review of how animal rights could be incorporated into future
legislation.
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For me the concept of rights is just a human invention.
There is nothing magical about rights. Neither Peter Singer
nor myself actually use the concept of rights when we are
writing academic ethics. Professor Tom Regan is the
definitive philosopher of Animal Rights. Singer is a
Utilitarian so he doesn’t seriously use the word. Nor do I.
Yet the tabloid phrase continues in use so we have to go
along with it.
Speciesism
Because I didn’t really like the religious confusions
surrounding the concept of rights, I coined instead the word
speciesism in 1970, and Peter Singer picked up on it and
made the word popular in America and in academic
philosophical circles generally. Speciesism draws the
parallel with sexism and racism. Speciesism is a prejudice
against others based upon morally irrelevant physical
differences ─ just as racism, ageism and sexism are.
Racism was not used in its current meaning until about
1960 (although ‘racialism’ was) and nor was sexism. All
these words are children of the decade of liberation ─ the
1960s. It was a decade in which Western youth struck
blows for freedom and equality which permanently altered
world culture and international morality. Many of the
battles against sexism, racism and speciesism are, of course,
still being fought today. All are, or should be, close to the
hearts of Liberals and Democrats.
Philosophically speaking, as leading philosophers such
as Peter Singer and Colin McGinn have said, all these battles
are based on arguments that have now been won. Nobody
seriously argues today that women should not be treated
equally with men, or that it is a manifestation of justice that
Africans are given a lesser status in law than Europeans.
Yet in my lifetime, and in the lifetime of others in this room,
such propositions were almost universally accepted!
The argument against the prejudice of speciesism is, as
Singer says, a ‘won argument’ ─ an argument that has been
won at the philosophical level. It still lacks, however, full
recognition in law.
The Animal Welfare Act 2006
The latest Animal W elfare Act of 2006 does not dwell upon
the concepts of rights or speciesism, yet it is a step in the
right direction. It was an Act of consolidation introduced by
DEFRA Minister Elliot Morley. David Thomas, Mick
Flowers and myself from the RSPCA worked upon its
preparation, and its offences are based upon the causing of
suffering. For the first time it includes a duty of care
towards animals. An owner who does not provide certain
material requirements can be found guilty of an offence. So,
for the first time, action can be taken before an animal
actually has to suffer.
Here I feel I am straying into matters of law, so I had
better stop. I am sure there are many in this room who
understand the Act far better than I do. Many improvements
are desirable so as to bring nonhuman individuals more into
line with human beings in the eyes of the law. We are all,
after all, members of the sentient community, the conscious
community, the community that can suffer pain and distress.

Public Opinion on the Rights of Animals
Yet about 80 per cent of reasonably affluent human beings
say they are strongly opposed to the cruel exploitation of
animals ─ a statistic that is almost entirely ignored by
politicians. Even when psephologists show that thousands of
votes could be attached to animal welfare, the politicians still
steadfastly ignore the subject’s vast political potential.
This happens for no other reason than when some
foxhunting Tory MP shouts the unthinking words ‘Animal
rights fanatic’! These are words they would also have to
attach to Lord Justice Hale, Jeremy Bentham, Lord
Chancellor Erskine, Lord Chief Justice Coleridge and John
Stuart Mill!! Not to mention Queen Victoria, of course!
In 1996, at the request of Jonathan Powell, I
commissioned MORI to conduct a survey of British electors’
attitudes towards the issue of Animal Rights. Some 1,200
representative electors were asked:- ‘which one of these
statements about animals’ rights comes closest to your
personal opinion?’
Approx:

Painism
Pain is the bottom line, morally speaking. If the law is in any
way to be based upon morality, as I hope it is, then it should
be based upon the attempt to prevent, reduce or terminate
pain and suffering to others. I call this the ethics of Painism:
X amount of pain in a dog matters equally with X amount of
pain in a human or a porpoise. It is the pain that matters; not
who suffers it.
History of Animal Welfare Legislation
In the nineteenth century many pioneers of Liberalism took
up the cause of animal welfare, helping to improve Martin’s
Act and its enforcement. Lord Chief Justice Coleridge (1820
– 1894) was one. He was part of the group that supported
Lord Shaftesbury in bringing in the Cruelty to A nimals A ct
in 1876 which controlled vivisection.
Some of his
pronouncements from the bench about the protection of
animals ─ especially farm animals ─ were far more radical
than any heard today. There is a long history of interest in
animal protection among distinguished lawyers.
John Stuart Mill himself was very outspoken in his
support for animals. In 1848 he wrote:‘The reasons for legal intervention in favour of children
apply not less strongly to the case of those unfortunate slaves
and victims of the most brutal part of mankind ─ the lower
animals. It is by the grossest misunderstanding of the
principle of liberty that the infliction of exemplary
punishment on ruffianism practised towards these
defenceless creatures has been treated as a meddling by
government in things beyond its province; an interference
with domestic life. The domestic life of domestic tyrants is
one of the things which it is the most imperative on the law
to interfere with.’ (Principles of Political Economy, 1848)
This parallel between cruelty to animals and cruelty to
children, made by John Stuart Mill, is still entirely valid.
One still hears the absurd argument that rights can only be
given to those who can observe duties. I have never heard
any trained ethicist or academic philosopher use this
argument, but a few Tory politicians still do! It is, as Mill
would argue, almost exactly the opposite of the truth! It is
the weak, the infirm, dumb animals, as well as nineteenth
century women and children, who have especially needed
rights. It is the oppressed and downtrodden, those who
cannot effectively defend themselves, who particularly need
the protection of the law! The rights of the old, the rights of
the ill, the rights of the handicapped, the rights of babies ─
none of whom may be able to observe any duties ─ are all of
special importance.
I agree with Mill that animals and children are in a
similar moral and legal position. They need special
protection.
Yet, of course, nonhuman animals in the world today are
still treated as slaves. Indeed they are treated even worse
than slaves. They are cruelly reared, they are experimented
upon, they are slaughtered, they are trapped in steel-toothed
traps and they are hunted for fun! It is really the greatest
wickedness in the world today.

1. Animals do not have any rights - 2½ %
2. Animals have rights which should be respected as much
as human rights 45 %
3. Animals have rights, but they should come second to
human rights 49½ %
So, in other words, no less than 94½ per cent of adult
British electors (at that time) believed that animals do have
rights. Furthermore, 45 per cent of all electors believed that
these rights should be equally respected with human rights.
45 per cent!
In marginal seats many said they would be prepared to
switch their votes to support a political party publishing ‘a
———————– firm and clear commitment on a broad
We have a duty to range of animal welfare policies’ e.g.
protect the rights 17 per cent of Liberal Democrats in a
Democrat/Conservative
of all such weaker Liberal
marginal seat said they would switch to
members of our
voting
Conservative
if
the
community.
———————— Conservatives published such a
promise, and 31 per cent of Liberal
Democrats in a Labour/Liberal Democrat marginal seat said
they would switch to voting for Labour if Labour made such
a pledge. 31 per cent!
These are all very high scores by psephological
standards. They suggest that animal rights have a huge
hidden potential in British politics. (Indeed, in world politics
probably.) People have grown to feel that we are all animals
together. So why exclude dogs and cats from the political
agenda?
Why exclude any animal who can suffer?
Rationally, I believe there is no good argument against this.
Nonhumans are political subjects too! They cannot argue for
their own interests but that is also the position of millions of
children, and millions of the old and handicapped also. We
have a duty to protect the rights of all such weaker members
of our community.
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Lord Chief Justice, Coleridge (1820-1894).

Lord Chief Justice, Sir Matthew Hale (1609-1676).

Part of the group that supported Lord Shaftesbury in
bringing in the Cruelty to Animals Act in 1876 which
controlled vivisection.

‘I have ever thought that there was a certain degree of
justice due from man to creatures.’ 1662.

Recommendations for Reform
It is now over 150 years since Charles Darwin published his
On the Origin of the Species (1859). By 1870 the educated
world had accepted that human beings were just one species
among hundreds of other animal species. We are all related
through Evolution. So how should we treat our relatives?
Would a cross between a chimpanzee and a human be sent to
public school, or experimented upon? Or could he perhaps
be eaten or even hunted for sport? Or sent to the House of
Lords? The huge moral implications of Darwin have so far
been ignored. Their effects upon politics and law have been
guiltily avoided. But should not our morality and our law be
based upon the facts? Be based upon modern science?
I fully accept that changes will have to be gradual. But
they surely need to start. Reforms should be based upon
reason, science and, above all, compassion. They should, of
course, be peaceful. Many of the faiths now established
within Britain accept that the other animals need to be
brought more within the moral and legal fold. They teach
ahimsa ─ the avoidance of harm to all living things. This
needs to be codified in law. All faiths support in some
degree the Golden Rule ─ ‘do only unto others what you
would want done to you’. That is to say, cause no pain or
distress to others. Reject Aristotle who excluded women,
foreigners, animals, slaves and young people from his absurd
morality that has for centuries corrupted the West.
Christians love their neighbours and ‘neighbours’ should
mean nonhumans too. At least the early Saints thought so.
The Pope’s amazing recent encyclical Laudato Si attacks the
‘tyrannical anthropocentrism’ (i.e. speciesism) of the present
day. It could be a game changer!

Conclusion
In conclusion, our laws should be extended to cover all
conscious creatures, not just the human species. There is
now a vast amount of scientific evidence that nonhuman
animals can suffer pain and distress in the same sort of way
that human animals do. Surely all conscious things are
persons. We are all members of the same community, and
we all need the law to protect us from pain.
It would indeed be timely to call for a review, covering
all fifty or so areas of animal welfare, to find uncontentious
areas where progress with the law can be made.
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What Does Brexit Mean for Vegetarians and Vegans?
Jeanette Rowley is a PhD student at Lancaster University and is researching the relationship of veganism to human rights. On 6th December
2016 she gave the following presentation to the inaugural meeting of the new All-Party Parliamentary Group on Vegetarianism and Veganism
on veganism as a protected belief in UK human rights and equality law and what Brexit means for protecting those rights.

By Jeanette Rowley

I

’m going to talk about
how veganism is a
protected belief for the
purposes of human rights
and equality law. I’m going
to start with the statement
from the Equality and
Human Rights Commission,
that human rights protect a
wide range of non-religious
beliefs, including veganism.
Contrary to the sensationalist media reports you may have
seen over the years, this statement is not the result of crazy
politicians trying to invent radical new human rights and
equality measures. It actually represents the statutory duty of
the Commission to oversee and monitor human rights and
equality law and disseminate information across wider
society. In this regard, the Commission is interested in the
case outcomes of the European Court of Human Rights that
hears applications about alleged violations of the European
Convention on Human Rights. The Commission is also
concerned with evolving equality law within the European
Union. On this basis, I think it is fair to say that, if the
Commission makes such a statement, it must have credibility
and strong foundations.

religious belief will be a philosophical belief that attains a
certain level of cogency, seriousness, cohesion and
importance. In addition, a qualifying belief will be worthy
of respect in a democracy, not be incompatible with human
dignity and reflect a weighty and substantial aspect of human
life and behaviour.
On the basis of such reasoning, an application to the
Court for the protection for a belief in fox hunting has been
rejected. On the other hand, the Commission of the Court
found in 1992 that veganism was within the scope of Article
9. In this case, it is notable that the UK Government did not
contest that veganism was within the scope of protection.
The UK Human Rights Act 1998
So, what does it mean in the United Kingdom to observe that
veganism has been held to be within the scope of the
European Convention of Human Rights? The provisions of
the European Convention are made available through the UK
Human Rights Act 1998. This Act concerns an individual’s
relationship with the government. It is legislation that
restrains the state from undue interference of individual
liberty. This legislation, thus, explicitly states that a Public
Authority must not act in contravention of a Convention
right. This is because public authorities are state
representatives who must conduct the business of the state
with due regard to the rights and freedoms provided by the
Convention. As such, public authorities such as the prison
service, health care organisations, schools, the fire service or
the police force, must take into account the fact that
veganism comes within the protection of the Convention.
This means that in schools, a request to be exempt from
compulsory dissection must be given due consideration, a
request for vegan food in prison, school, hospital or care
homes should not be ignored. It means that the request of a
vegan police officer for vegan friendly uniform items should
be taken seriously. Under this legislation, vegans should not
be dismissed and ignored or required to assimilate into
dominant regime of speciesist prejudice. Any such
requirement would be to interfere with the manifestation of
vegan ethical convictions and could amount to unlawful
coercion.

The European Convention Right to Freedom of Thought,
Conscience & Religion
When we talk about veganism as a protected belief in human
rights, we are referring to a specific area of human rights law
known as the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion. The origin of this right within the European system
of human rights is Article 9 of the European Convention. This
provision is in two parts. It grants an absolute right to think
and believe; to work out and develop our own moral
orientation, and it grants a qualified right to manifest in
everyday life associated practical ethical convictions.
Article 9 of the European Convention has no explicit,
concrete definition. Though it has become customary to
reduce the long title ‘freedom of thought conscience and
religion’ to the shorter version ‘freedom of religion and
belief’, neither the Convention nor the European Court of
Human Rights provide an absolute definition for the
expression ‘freedom of religion and belief’. Instead, to
explain what this right protects, we must take into account the
legal reasoning developed in cases presented to the Court. In
this regard, the meaning of ‘belief’, for the purposes of
granting a protected status to the manifestation of ethical
convictions, is particularly well developed.
What this legal reasoning explicates is that, for the
purposes of Article 9 of the Convention, a qualifying non-

European Convention Rights
But it is not only our human rights when in relationships
with government bodies that are influenced by the fact that
veganism comes within the scope of protection of the
Convention. This is because the provisions of the
Convention ground the evolving equality provisions of the
European Union. For example, the Employment and
Occupation Equal Treatment Directive 2000/78/EC of 27
November 2000 (commonly known as the principle of non18

discrimination) explicitly states that its provisions are written
with respect for the principles of the European Convention of
Human Rights. As such, provisions for the equal treatment of
those wishing to manifest ethical convictions in their daily
lives according to their non-religious beliefs should be
consistent with Article 9 .
In this regard, the UK has developed its compliance with
this obligation. For example, the 2003 Employment
Regulations define ‘religion and belief’ as ‘any religion,
religious belief or similar philosophical belief’. The 2006
Equality Act extends the principle of non-discrimination to
the provision of goods and services and drops the word
‘similar’. A qualifying ‘belief’ for the purposes of this Act
means ‘any religious or philosophical belief’. Under the
Equality Act 2010, ‘belief’ means ‘any religious or
philosophical belief or reference to belief, including a
reference to a lack of belief’.
These positive developments indicate the breakdown of a
hierarchy of what constitutes a qualifying belief for the
purposes of equality law. There is now acceptance that
protection for ethical convictions should not be limited to
religious beliefs only. In support of these developments, there
have been some consistent tribunal case outcomes. For
example, a belief in man-made climate change has been
accepted as permissible, vegetarianism as a manifestation of
regard for the moral standing of nonhumans, the sanctity of
live and a belief in anti-fox hunting have all been accepted as
non-religious philosophical beliefs that must be given due
regard and not be unduly interfered with.

Covenant makes it very clear that interference in an
individual’s manifestation of ethical convictions will be
permissible only if there is an existing law that is required in
a democracy for the protection of public safety, order, health
or morals, or for the protection of the fundamental rights and
freedoms of others.
Conclusion
To conclude, though the UK is obligated by human rights
and equality measures from its membership of Europe and
the European Union, the development of a specific British
Bill of Rights and Brexit do not remove the obligation to
recognise and accommodate qualifying, non-religious beliefs
that require practical manifestation. The right to freedom of
belief in international law is sufficiently defined and
explained to support the recognition and protection of
veganism.

The Implications of Brexit on Vegan Rights
So, we can see that the evolution of the European system of
human rights and equality measures has significant benefits
for vegans. But the implication of leaving the European
Union or the development of a specific British Bill of rights
does not mean that vegans no longer have a voice. This is
because if we look at the structure of human rights
obligations we see that, in addition to being obliged by the
European Convention and the equality regulations that
emerge from the European Union, the UK is also a
signatory to the International Bill of Rights.
The International Bill of Rights is the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the two Covenants that
give legal effect to its terms. One of these Covenants is the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. This
Covenant and its advisory notes offer some insights on what
the right to freedom of belief means.
The Covenant protects beliefs that are non-religious in
nature. The right to freedom of belief must be broadly
construed and not limited in its application to traditional
religions or beliefs with institutional characteristics or
practices. Protecting non-religious beliefs includes
accommodating dietary requirements, parental moral liberty
and making provisions in education, medicine and
employment. This right is to be protected not only in relation
to laws that are developed, but also in the development of
practices and policies that might limit an individual’s right to
manifest ethical convictions. Of paramount importance is that
no one shall be subject to coercion. In this regard, the

************
Jeanette is the founder member of the International Vegan
Rights Alliance. She was recently involved in a joint
venture with the German Vegan Society (VEBU) to present
the first Law Symposium on the Right to a Plant-Based Diet.
She has also collaborated with the UK Vegan Society to
produce a joint submission on the implications of Brexit, in
response to the call for evidence by the Joint Committee on
Human Rights. She sits on the Academic Research
Committee of the UK Vegan Society and is a member of the
Equality and Human Rights Commission's Religion and
Belief Network.
Jeanette is a Master of Laws with Distinction and a
Fellow of the Higher Education Academy. For the last few
years she has been conducting research at Lancaster
University Law School on the relationship of veganism to
human rights. She has participated in a number of
conferences as a speaker on veganism and human rights and
has recently published a chapter on how the protection of
veganism has transformative potential for the moral
standing of animals. (Castricano, Jodey & Simonsen,
Rasmus R. (Eds.) Critical Perspectives on Veganism
(Palgrave Macmillan 2016). She is about to submit her PhD
Thesis which argues that human rights must recognise the
moral standing of nonhumans in order to accommodate
veganism.
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Yoga, Ahimsa and Veganism
Nitin Mehta MBE is a founder member of the Young Indian Vegetarians (YIV) and this article was first published in the Summer
2016 edition of their magazine, Ahimsa, which Nitin edits.

By Nitin Mehta MBE

Y

oga, vegetarianism and
veganism are a winning
combination whose time
has come.
Ar ound 300
million
people
worldwide
practise yoga.
Yoga has
become mainstream in Europe.
Schools,
colleges,
clubs,
hospitals, the corporate world
and even the armies have taken
up yoga. According to the late
yoga guru BKS Iyengar, a
vegetarian diet is a necessity for
yoga practitioners. According to Pancham Sinh’s translation
of the Hatha Y oga Pradipika, possibly the oldest surviving
text on Hatha Yoga, food that is bitter, sour, salty and hot as
well as meat and fish should not be eaten.
Just as yoga has become popular all over the world so
has a plant-based diet. More than half a million Britons are
now vegan, a jump of 350% in a decade, 42% of whom are
between the age of 15 and 34. In the US there are 16 million
vegetarians and vegans. 36% of US consumers prefer milk
and meat alternatives. Some research says almost 41% of
Americans are now eating less meat. In Spain the number of
vegetarian restaurants has doubled. In Sweden 10% of the
population is vegetarian and vegan. Israel has nearly
300,000 vegans, making it the vegan capital of the world.
Germany is home to more than 7 million vegetarians. The
first all-vegan supermarket, VEGANZ, started off in
Germany and has opened in other countries too. Yoga,
Ahimsa (meaning compassion and non-violence towards all
living beings), are India’s two great gifts to the world. All
Indians should practise yoga and be vegetarian.
Furthermore, they should aim at being vegan. It is clear
that a plant-based diet is crucial for the survival of future
generations. A future when there will be extreme climatic
changes is no longer a possibility but a certainty. Droughts,
cyclones and hurricanes will cause mass migration, wars,
diseases and starvation. One of the main causes of this
impending catastrophe is the raising of more than 65 billion
animals a year for meat worldwide.
On top of all this comes the news that antibiotics, which
have been the mainstay against human diseases for more
than a hundred years, are beginning to lose their potency.
By eating meat that contains antibiotics human beings are
becoming immune to them. The antibiotic apocalypse may
already be upon us: according to Dame Sally Davies, the
Chief Medical Officer for England, 50,000 people a year are
already dying in Europe and the US from infections that can

no longer be treated by antibiotics. 5,000 of these deaths
take place in England. There are an estimated 480,000
instances a year of multi-drug resistant TB and 190,000
deaths from it. Without antibiotics surgery will again
become life-threatening. Transplant patients also rely on
them because their immune system must be suppressed by
other drugs to prevent rejection of donor organs. Childbirth
could become much more dangerous. Pneumonia, so often
the cause of death in the pre-antibiotic era, could be so
again. According to a report published by Lord Jim
O’Neill, urgent action is needed to stop the use in animals
of highly critical antibiotics that are the last line against
infection in humans. In the UK animals account for 45% of
all antibiotics used.
Until and unless mankind turns away from a meat-based
to a plant-based diet, billions of diseased animals raised in
appalling conditions will need antibiotics. It is a toss-up
between eating diseased meat and eating meat pumped with
antibiotics!
************
If you would like to find out more about the YIV please visit
their website at www.youngindianvegetarins.co.uk.
To receive Ahimsa magazine or join the YIVs, please
contact Nitin Mehta at animalahimsa@gmail.com.

Safe & Sound Radio:
An Animal Rights Radio
Station

O

n 26th September and 3rd October 2016 Sandra
Kyle and Lynley Tulloch of Safe & Sound Radio
interviewed Barbara Gardner about the Animal
Interfaith Alliance and the faiths’ teachings on the
compassionate treatment of animals. Subjects included ‘do
animals have souls?’, ‘do animals have rights?’, veganism
and new insights from Pope Francis’ new encyclical letter,
Laudato Si’. Visit their website at:
https://www.facebook.com/Safe-and-Sound-Radio-Showand-Podcast-429916513835728/?fref=ts
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Divine Music: The Mystery of the Creation
Rev. Prof. Martin Henig is an Anglo-Catholic Priest and a third order Anglican Franciscan. He is Vice President of ASWA
and a director of AIA. On 22nd October 2016 he gave the following powerful address at the AIA Interfaith Celebration for
Animals at Golders Green Unitarians reminding us that we live in a world of shadows which obscure the divine music of
creation and guiding us on how we might see through those shadows.

By Fr Martin Henig

A

The heavens declare the glory of God;
and the firmament shewith his handiwork.
Day by day uttereth speech,
and night unto night shewith knowledge.
There is no speech, nor language,
where their voice is not heard.2

ll world religions pay lip
service to the sanctity of
the natural world, either as
divine or reflective of the divine
creator, but most are highly
defective in the way they reflect
that sanctity.
Animals are killed and
mistreated by human kind with
apparent impunity, and the
environment is degraded. Humans
treat both animals and other humans, indeed, so badly that it is
sometimes hard to avoid despair. As an Anglican priest from
a Jewish background, I have for years been stressing the
prophetic insights that reveal that all creatures are interrelated and all loved by God. This seems to me to be far more
important than differences between faiths. We are judged and
will be judged by the genuineness of our love and
compassion. Central to my faith is the Pali doctrine of
Ahimsa, not doing harm to any living creature. Everything
else is ultimately of minor relevance.

Such ideas that we, as creatures on earth, are separated from
the divine music where true reality dwells, originated in the
Western tradition with Socrates and Plato, though similar
notions are found in other philosophical and faith traditions.
And that is not surprising with our perception, the
perception of all creation, of the manifold pains of the
world, whether these are chance disasters or the result of
human agency. C.S. Lewis wrote about the view of the
heavenly bodies as animate and, indeed, mentions them as
the source of celestial music in his book on the Medieval
world view, The Discarded Image.3 However, I am not so
sure that this image of celestial harmony does not still have
relevance, that it does not retain something essential to
inform us about our relations with all other living beings.
Divine Music Reflected in Faith Traditions
All faith traditions are rooted in the strong belief that better
things are possible, that salvation is within our sights, that
somehow we will one day be able to hear the divine music.
In whatever way we conceive of the divine, whether as deity
or pure spirit, we instinctively know that the divine
attributes are love, justice and mercy, embracing the entire
creation, not just humans.
Two books that I recently read and reviewed respectively
by Lisa Kemmerer and our own Barbara Gardner say as
much.4 All religions, in theory, at least take cognisance of
the wider creation and a proportion of adherents, and it is
often only a small proportion, alas, who live up to those
ideals, but it is impossible to ignore the massive and varied
cruelties inflicted by humans on other humans and on
animals. Some of these are intentional and reflect the evil
psychopathic element that must lurk deep within our species,
but more often it is simply the consequence of human
selfishness and greed. It is to combat such abuses that AIA
exists.

A World of Shadows
I find hope in the Platonic doctrine that we live now in a
world of shadows and imperfection, blind to the vision of the
divine as the divine truly is, albeit far beyond our
comprehension, and deaf to the heavenly music which orders
the cosmos. In order to begin to achieve enlightenment we
need to abandon our pride, our selfishness and lust for power,
stop desecrating the earth and killing animals and treating
them, our brothers, sisters and cousins, as mere commodity.
Only then will true peace descend on our errant species.
In this year when we have been celebrating five centuries
since the death of William Shakespeare, I have to begin my
talk with a few of my favourite lines:
Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold;
There’s not the smallest orb which thou behold’st
But in his motion like an angel sings,
Still quiring to the young-ey’d cherubins;
Such harmony is in immortal souls,
But whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.1

Deafness to the Divine Music
I was brought up during the period of the Cold War and at
that period, on paper, the Soviet Union had an almost ideal
constitution. In practice, it was a tyranny and, in practice,
our own consumerist societies (and by implication the
religions which underpin these societies) equally betray our

Shakespeare, most probably took his theme from the glorious
Psalm 19 which begins (in the King James version):
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adopted Ahimsa as a norm, their religions might hope, once
again, to seize the moral high ground from which they have
fallen.
When I preach at Christmas I remind my congregations
each year that it is neither appropriate nor acceptable to kill
and eat turkeys in honour of the Lord of Life who came to
share our sufferings, and that the triumph of the Lamb of
God at Easter is made into a travesty by the holocaust of
young sheep. The same sort of statements could be made
apropos of the Celebrations of other religions, or at least
those which indulge in shedding blood. Such radicalism is,
however, no more and no less than the radicalism of the
Jewish prophets. Indeed, in my opinion, it does not matter in
the least what religion one espouses if one lives a life of love
and empathy with all creatures.

own ideals. In today’s world, humans are able to exercise
limitless tyranny over their fellow creatures, through the
iniquity of factory farms, by the cruelty of the slaughter of
millions of sheep, cattle, pigs and poultry, including, it must
be added, for consumption in religious Festivals. Animals are
tortured in laboratories on the specious and speciesist excuse
that such dark deeds will save human lives. We greedily
expropriate habitats, dredging the seas of marine life and
destroying forests. Our politicians call the expansion of
human habitation and factories, of roads and airport runways,
of railways and other so-called infrastructure ‘progress’,
without regard to animals or, indeed, indigenous humans. In
addition, the iniquity of warfare maims and kills both other
humans and unremembered animals. This year is the
anniversary of the Battle of the Somme in which vast numbers
of horses died. In all, 9 million horses, donkeys and mules
died in WW1 and only 60,000 made it back to England. In the
words of the Roman historian Tacitus we ‘create a desert and
call it peace’. We do so again and again.

Animals Embraced by Religion
I will give two examples from different religious traditions of
attitudes which look beyond speciesism to embrace an
animal, as it happens in both instances an ass. The first may
have originated as a folk story but is one of the most
memorable episodes in the Hebrew book of Numbers, that of
Balaam’s ass, upon which I remember preaching at
Evensong in Gloucester cathedral a few years ago. Balaam
has set out at the wrong time to visit King Balak and God
was displeased. His way is blocked by an angel which he
does not see though the donkey, wiser than he, does. The
donkey three times refuses to go forward and Balaam beats
the creature which remonstrates with him, and then the angel
appears and tells him that the donkey has more insight, and if
the donkey had gone forward, he would have killed him and
let the donkey live.7 The second is the story as retold by the
Isiac devotee, Apuleius, in The Golden A ss. Here a man is
metamorphosed into a donkey and suffers many hardships in
this guise before, in book 8, the goddess Isis restores him to
human form. The Egyptian cults, especially the cult of Isis,
so popular in the Roman period, had a gentle view of other
created beings and a tendency to treat animals as sacred,
reminiscent of some Oriental religions today.
Of course, there are many folk tales and fables such as
those of Aesop in Archaic Greece or the stories of the Ngoni
people of south-east central Africa, which I discovered when
I was at school and which imply an awareness of interrelatedness.8 But in practice, as I have said, animals have
simply been treated as mere commodity, as food or sources
of clothing, as machines to draw carts and ploughs or to drive
mills. Most cultures have revelled in exhibiting power over
nature and masculinity in hunting. And in recent times they
have been additionally treated as material for cruel
experiments. None of these ways have anything to do with
joy.

Deafness of Faith Leaders
In most instances the perpetrators of this destruction are
nominally religious and apt to utter pious platitudes, in
defence of whatever allows them to continue to act as they
have always acted. It is notable that self-designated ‘religious
people’ often seem obsessed with matters that are at best
irrelevant and often down right bad, without ever considering
the environment in which we all ‘live and move and have our
being’ and in which the Divine must have most concern.
Their preoccupations range from excluding other humans on
the grounds of differences in
doctrine and on grounds of sex ——————————
If all religious people
or sexuality - even on the
adopted Ahimsa as a
grounds of supposed racial
norm, their religions
inferiority - to the methods of
ritual
slaughter.
Kindness, might hope once again to
seize the moral high
which might have to involve
ground
from which they
abstinence, is too often not the
have fallen.
first priority. So, to take my
——————————
natal religion, Judaism, it is
undoubtedly true that shehita
was originally instituted as a ‘humane’ method of slaughter
and it was also thought that life lived in the blood and so
ritual slaughter meant the vital element was not consumed.5
Now, knowing as we do so much more about animal
sentience, that animals feel fear and pain, you do them no
favours by killing them in that way, or indeed in any way
because, in fact, other methods of slaughter are no better. The
answer is simply to abstain from meat and adopt a vegan life
style on the grounds that all killing is illegitimate and not
kosher.6 The only logical approach is the total acceptance of
the ‘other’, that is of other creatures of all kinds including
humans. Certainly, full inclusiveness of other marginalised
humans and probably by implication animals was propounded
by Jesus, amongst others. However, it finds its fullest
expression in the doctrine of Ahimsa which is central to
Jainism. Ahimsa warns us not kill at all and rather to be
compassionate to all living beings. If all religious people

The Despair of Our Deafness
I walk down long streets in cities lined with restaurants or
fast food outlets mainly serving meat, that is the corpses of
dead animals. Only a minority of such outlets serve more
than a token vegetarian, let alone vegan, menu. How many
creatures have died to titillate the jaded appetites of diners in
22

To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite;
To forgive wrongs darker than death or night;
To defy Power, which seems omnipotent;
To love, and bear; to hope till Hope creates
From it's own wreck the thing it contemplates;
Neither to change, not falter, nor repent;
This, like thy glory, Titan, is to be
Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free;
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory. 10
We are inhabitants of finite time, and finite space. God
is beyond time and beyond space; God is totally
incomprehensible. Our own knowledge, with all our
science is limited; God’s wisdom is infinite. During our
time on earth we cannot do better than to try to learn more
of all the other animals which live
————————— alongside us with true empathy.
We must never follow Of course,
much remains
the majority in
imperfect: animals prey on each
condoning whatever is other, but as omnivores we do not
wrong in society, but have to if we choose not to. We
campaign for a better can look forward to the perfection
world, for better
that is in the mind of the Creator
attitudes to our fellow in the Eschaton. Only now we are
creatures in the sure fated to look at the world as Plato
belief that one day we tells us, as though from the
will succeed.
dimness of a cave, though sensing
the light beyond it. God sees the
—————————
world as a single episode in
infinite creativity. We see in
prose; God sees in poetry. And in the vase Empyrean which
for us is cold and silent, the divine music plays on and on.
I cannot do better than end with a prayer by John Donne,
approximately contemporary with the Shakespeare passage
with which I began:

any street one could choose? Think of the millions of chickens
reared for a short time and eaten without a thought. Think of
the weight of fish, ‘miraculous draught’ or not, weighing many
tons, suffocating in nets.
It is very easy to be bowed down in grief by the cruelties of
the world, especially in these days when we are assailed by
emails bearing petitions every hour. It is very easy to be near
to despair. Interest in animal welfare is often pigeon-holed as
the concern of batty old ladies, not the very proper concern of
vigorous women and men.
Where do we go from here?
Where do we go from here? I must say I was heartened by a
sermon from our new Bishop of Oxford for his welcoming
service, based on the upbeat Psalm 96 in which the whole of
Creation is asked to praise God:
Let the heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad; let the
sea roar, and the fullness thereof.
Let the field be joyful, and all that is therein; then shall all
the trees of the forest rejoice.9

Bring us, O Lord God, at our last awakening into the house
and gate of heaven to enter into that gate and dwell in that
house, where there shall be no darkness nor dazzling, but
one equal light; no noise nor silence, but one equal music;
no fears nor hopes, but one equal possession; no ends nor
beginnings, but one equal eternity; in the habitations of thy
glory and dominion, world without end.

That is a reminder that we humans are not and have never been
Lords of Creation. Our task was not to plunder the world at the
expense of other creatures but to honour it as belonging to
God, and therefore holy. The sentiment of the psalm embraces
all our environmental concerns and reminds us that God, the
Divine Spirit, Lord of Worlds without end is on our side.
However, if you prefer an outlook not so obviously Jewish
or Christian, or formally religious at all, Shelley offers us
words of defiance to throw against the exploitative voices of
power, the dark forces of cruelty, and by enduring both
ultimately to triumph. These wonderful lines by the poet in his
sequel to Aechylus’ Prometheus Bound have lived with me
since my own schooldays. We must never follow the majority
in condoning whatever is wrong in society, but campaign for a
better world, for better attitudes to our fellow creatures in the
sure belief that one day we will succeed, that one day the
chains which shackles us as much as the victims, other animals
whether human or not, will fall away. Do not be afraid to call
out ‘Not in my name’ again and again and again.

References:
1. Merchant of Venice Act 5 scene 1,ll.57-65
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6. Idem, 56-8
7. Numbers 22:21-34
8. Geraldine Elliot, The Long Grass whispers (1962)
9. Psalm 96:11-12
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Animals Angels – We Are There With The Animals
Rev. Christa Blanke is the founder of Animals’ Angels, an organisation which monitors and reports on conditions in animal transport across
Europe and beyond and which fights tirelessly to improve conditions for animals in long distant transport, as well as being with them in spirit
and prayer.

By Rev. Christa Blanke

A

nimals'
Angels
is
recognised
as
the
animal
protection
organisation that specialises
in farm-animal transport. We
work in Europe, Australia,
India, Morocco, Tanzania and
Qatar.
We call for the
enforcement of existing animal
protection laws, especially
regarding transport of animals
and their treatment in saleyards and markets. We assert the right of animals to life,
liberty and happiness and regard the struggle for animal rights
as on a par with the struggle for human rights
The bedrock of Animals’ Angels’ work is our solidarity
with suffering animals. At the centre of our beliefs stands our
motto: W e are there with the animals. That is the source of our
dedication and our strength.
Animals’ Angels is internationally regarded as a wellqualified specialist organisation with a high ethical profile,
known to official bodies, political groups and the haulage
industry, as well as to other animal protection organisations.
By specialising in one area of animal protection, we avoid
spreading our energies too thinly. After 20 years of activity we
have gained extensive knowledge of the field and expertise.
Our
teams
conduct
on-the-spot
investigations
at
slaughterhouses, ports, holding areas, border control points,
sale-yards and animal markets, and we are constantly on the
road, following the transport lorries. We report only what we
ourselves have witnessed.
The documented results of our missions – reports,
photographs and video footage - are handed over to relevant
authorities and used to lodge judicial complaints, make reports
to the police or instigate further legal measures. Our
information is accepted as reliable and serious.
Animals’ Angels is in constant touch with veterinary
authorities, the police and influential political decision-makers
in Europe and beyond. As a result, we can negotiate in the
name of animals at the highest level.
The work of Animals’ Angels is international. The
‘livestock’ industry exports high-output breeds and industrial
rearing systems all over the world. We export our animal
protection principles and the fruits of our experience and
expertise. We are there with the animals when they are in a bad
situation, even if it means travelling to the other end of the
world. In order to achieve the best possible results for the
animals we work together with several partners, chosen
according to strict ethical criteria, in other countries.

Animals’ Angels’ Achievements
In the last 20 years Animals’ Angels has achieved much for
animals being transported:



transport conditions have improved greatly since the
1990s, although transport times are still far too long and
conditions unacceptable;



the police in some EU member states are much better
trained to check animal transport lorries and many officials
are highly motivated to demand strict adherence to the law;



many veterinary officials are now aware of the
suffering animals may endure when being transported and
more veterinarians than ever before are actively intervening
to stop suffering;



Animals’ Angels’ archive, filled to bursting point with
material collected in 20 years of missions on the ground, is
used in enquiries by scientists, politicians and the media.
Thanks to the ‘8 hours’ campaign, more than one million
EU citizens, as well as the European Parliament, have
expressed a loud and clear NO to long-distance animal
transport.
Animal Memorial
Since we started our work in 1996 Animals
Angels inspectors have met literally hundreds of thousands
of animals all over the world, deported from their homes,
separated from the companions they love, frightened to
death, transported for days on end and finally murdered.
Some time ago we created a new website
www.animalmemorial.org. The portraits of nearly 1,000
animals are now online. This website shows that they are
not forgotten. We gave them names and trust that their real
names are known in heaven. We publish their photographs
to show the world that they were persons in their own right.
We keep their images in our hearts and continue the fight
for the animals' freedom from deportation and death. This
website is updated regularly – in memory of the fallen.
Following this line we started a small public awareness
campaign in Germany using affordable advertisements in
underground railway stations and bus stations with images
of ‘our’ animals from A nimal Memorial and we published a
video about them. They are all dead by now, killed by
human cruelty and greed, but they are not forgotten.
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Animals' Angels is not a Christian organisation, but I am
a Lutheran Minister. So the much loved Christian hymn from
Scotland's Iona speaks for me and what I experienced again
and again in 20 years of travel behind the trucks, praying for
the animals on board:

Church of Scotland Minister John Bell presumably
did not have the animals in mind when he created this
hymn, but I have. I have met them all, the blind horse,
the imprisoned mother pig, the hens with the ugly skin
diseases, and I have tried so hard to show them the love
of God, even if I could not heal them. I have met the
cruel and the kind humans, I was a victim of hostile
stares and scared to death, but always secure in my
guardian angel’s protection and the answers to my
prayers. Now I am near retirement and must leave long
distance travelling to others. But as we all know: God's
human resources are unlimited and prayer is always an
option…

Will you come and follow me
if I but call your name?
Will you go where you don’t know
and never be the same?
Will you let my love be shown,
will you let my name be known,
will you let my life be grown
in you and you in me?

Support Animals’ Angels
If you want to find out more about Animals’ Angels or
support them,
Website: www.animals-angels-de
Animal Memorial Website:
www.animalmemorial.org
Address: Animals' Angels
Rossertstraße 8

Will you leave yourself behind
if I but call your name?
Will you care for cruel and kind
and never be the same?
Will you risk the hostile stare
should your life attract or scare?
Will you let me answer prayer
in you and you in me?
Will you let the blinded see
if I but call your name?
Will you set the prisoners free
and never be the same?
Will you kiss the leper clean
and do such as this unseen,
and admit to what I mean
in you and you in me?
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Animals’ Angels’ Animal Memorial
Here are a few of the photos of animals that Animals’ Angels gave comfort to during their final hours of transport before slaughter and who
have been remembered in the Animal Memorial — www.animalmemorial.org.

Liebchen
Transported in Turkey 15 Sept 2016

Jovita
Transported in Italy 15 Feb 2016

Ghaliya
Transported in Qatar Dec 2015

Jenny
Transported in Italy 19 Mar 2016

Gabriel
Transported in Italy 11 Feb 2016

Peterle
Transported in Romania 17 July 2016
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CIWF’s ‘Animals Are Not Freight’ Campaign
By Barbara Gardner

O

n 29th August 2016 AIA and
some
of
its
member
organisations, including ASW A,
CCA and QCA, joined Compassion In
World Farming (CIWF) in their
campaign ‘Animals Are not Freight’.
Hundreds gathered in Parliament
Square in London to protest and listen
to speakers, including CIWF Chief
Executive,
Philip
Lymbery;
campaigner against live exports and
former Thanet district councillor, Ian
Driver and Green Party spokesman and
animal welfare advocate, Keith Taylor
MP. AIA directors attended and also
represented their individual faith
organisations
- Sarah Dunning
represented the A nglican Society for
the Welfare of Animals (ASWA),
Barbara Gardner and Chris Fegan
represented Catholic Concern for
Animals (CCA) and Thom Bonneville
represented Quaker Concern for
Animals (QCA). This was just one of
many global events held to tell
politicians around the world that
‘Animals are not Freight’. AIA also
supported CIWF by running a social
media campaign to get the message
out.
Live animal transportation is a
global trade and 29th August 2016
marked the first global day of action to
oppose long distance live transport. It
was the 20th anniversary of the biggest
disaster in the history of animal
transport, when 67,488 sheep burned to
death or were drowned when the
livestock vessel in AV Uniceb burst
into flames in the Indian Ocean.
Long distance transportation causes
immense suffering and the longer the
distance, the greater the torment.
Often animals are transported from
areas with legal protection to countries
where there is less or no protection.
The truth is there is no way to transport
animals over long distances while
safeguarding their welfare. No trade
should be allowed to put animals at
such immense risk, both during and at
the end of their journeys. We must end
long distance transport.

Further details at: www.notfreight.org

Above: From left to right: Chr is
Fegan - Chief Executive of CCA &
AIA director, Sarah Dunning ASWA trustee & AIA director,
Philip Lymbery - Chief Executive
of CIWF, Barbara Gardner - Ark
Editor & AIA director, Ian Driver former Thanet District Councillor
and Thom Bonneville - QCA &
AIA director.
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Kosher Cruelty in which We Should Want No Part
Lara Smallman is the Director of the Jewish Vegetarian Society (JVS), an AIA member organisation. Here she speaks out
against the cruelty of shackle and hoist slaughter in the kosher meat industry in a courageous article first written for the Jewish
News.

By Lara Smallman

L

ast week I watched
a horror film I
cannot forget. It wasn’t a
fictional plot dreamed up
by a scriptwriter, but
brand new undercover
footage from a kosher
slaughterhouse in South
America.
I watched cows while
still sentient being cut into
by workers. Kashrut laws
prescribe one quick, deep
stroke with a sharp knife across the throat, aimed at
rendering an animal instantly unconscious.
The clip I watched shows cows being lifted into the air,
each dangling by a hind leg. This awakens their senses,
thereby delaying the onset of unconsciousness.
This barbaric practice is called shackle and hoist (SAH),
and it is virtually unique to the kosher industry. It violates all
international welfare guidelines.
SAH was banned on American soil, yet imported meat
produced via this method is available in kosher shops across
the US.
The same body which has declared repeated objections to
the practice, the Orthodox Union (OU), is happy to continue
certifying the products as kosher.
Why? The meat is cheaper because killing time is halved.
The OU argues that a ban would necessitate imports from
further afield, causing beef prices to rocket.
Never mind money. We ought to be outraged by this
flagrant violation of the core Jewish principle of tza’ar baalei
chayim, the Torah mandate that forbids us from inflicting
unnecessary suffering on an animal.
It is this glaring gulf between our sacred ancient
teachings around animal welfare and the modern reality of
factory farming that is prompting a growing number of
leading rabbis to adopt and advocate a vegan diet.
This includes one of our patrons, former chief rabbi of
Ireland David Rosen, who stated last year: “Anybody with
eyes in their head can see that factory farming is a
categorical transgression and desecration of the prohibition
on causing cruelty to animals.”
While the temptation might be to keep schtum for fear of
threatening shechita, or making Jews look bad, the truth is
the problem is much bigger than SAH. This is one of many
scandals emerging from kosher slaughterhouses in recent
years.

At Agriprocessors in the US, investigators found
workers with injuries so severe they demanded
amputations, staff given virtually no safety training and
child workers.
Israel’s largest slaughterhouse, Dabbah, was ordered to
close by the government in 2015 because of gross abuse,
including dragging animals along the ground by their
heads.
From our chopped liver to our cheesecake, there is
animal abuse at every turn. For our meat, cows are being
branded, castrated, and their horns removed using searinghot irons, caustic chemicals or hand saws, all without
anaesthetic.
Often overlooked, there is vast cruelty in the dairy
industry too. Cows are caged, artificially impregnated,
mechanically milked until they can give nothing more, and
killed aged five. Their natural life span would be 25 years.
It is no coincidence that Israel is leading the way, with
the highest number of vegans per capita anywhere in the
world. These pioneers are fulfilling the moral responsibility
we all have as Jews, to call out this industry for exactly
what is it is – calculated cruelty in which we should want
no part.
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The Ongoing Badger Cull

Animal Memorial
Christmas Tree

By Barbara Gardner

A

fter unsuccessful pilot badger culls in Somerset and Gloucestershire
in August 2013 and then in Dor set in 2015, the Gover nment have
now licensed culls in seven new areas (10 areas in total). These badger culls
are not only cruel but are ineffective and should not be allowed to proceed for
the following reasons:
1. Half the culls failed to meet their targets of numbers of badgers
culled, making the results meaningless. Therefore, we cannot rely on the new
areas meeting their targets and being ‘effective’.
2. There has been no information provided on the incidence of TB in cattle in
the pilot cull areas. Therefore, there are no grounds for extending the culls.
3. More than 30 eminent scientists have described the cull as a ‘costly
distraction’ that actually risks making the problem of tuberculosis in cattle
worse, and that will cost far more than it saves.
4. Culling is not selective and, therefore, many healthy badgers have been
slaughtered as ‘collateral damage’. As many as six out of seven badgers killed
by the cull could have been bTB free, but we will never know as none of the
badgers killed have been examined to see if they have TB.
5. Culling is inhumane – some badgers killed in the pilots took longer than
five minutes to die after they’d been shot.
6. The British V eterinary Association (BVA) have withdrawn their support of
the cull due to is inhumaneness and ineffectiveness.
7. The badger culls have cost too much. In 2013 in England, culling 1,879
badgers cost £9.8 million (£5,215 per badger), whilst in Wales, vaccinating
1,424 badgers cost £943,000 (£662 per badger). [Figures from TB Free
England].
The solution should be to:
1. Vaccinate badgers;
2. Vaccinate cattle; and
3. Improve the husbandry and biosecurity of cattle.
Areas, such as Wales, which have undertaken these procedures, have
demonstrated success in controlling TB in both cattle and badger populations
at a far lower cost to the taxpayer than culling.
For further details see the ‘RSPCA Report on Badger Culls’ on their website.
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W

hen Rev. Christa Blanke asked
me if I would like to decorate a
tree for Christmas with her photos of
some of the animals from her ‘Animal
Memorial’ I felt tremendously honoured
and humbled.
Rev. Christa Blanke is the founder of
Animals’ Angels, a European organisation
which works tirelessly to follow long
distance transport vehicles across the
continent to provide comfort to suffering
animals on their last, cruel journeys to
slaughter
and
also
to
monitor
them and collect
evidence
to enable
authorities to enforce EU transport
legislation. They also campaign to end long
distance transport.
Animals Angels have built up a new
website Animal Memorial at:
http://www.animalmemorial.org
Christa has decorated her own tree in
Edinburgh and Sam from the Anglican
Society for the Welfare of Animals
(ASWA) is also decorating a tree on behalf
of ASWA. We decorated this tree on behalf
of the Animal Interfaith Alliance (AIA) and
Catholic Concern for Animals (CCA). I am
most grateful to AIA Patron and CCA
Scientific Advisor, Dr Richard Ryder for
kindly allowing us to use a tree in his
arboretum on Dartmoor and for helping to
decorate the tree.

Winchester University - Centre for Animal Welfare
Winchester First University
to Sign
Creaturekind Commitment

Animal Welfare & Religion
Symposium at Winchester
University

O

O

n 2nd November 2016, Winchester became the first
university to sign the Creaturekind Commitment.
This initiative, developed by Dr David Clough,
Professor of Theological Ethics at the University of Chester,
asks signatories to recognise the impacts of intensive
farming on humans, animals and the environment, and to
commit to a programme of reducing consumption of animal
products, sourcing remaining products from higher welfare
sources, setting goals for improved practice, and regularly
reviewing them.
‘The University of W inchester is a Church foundation
and a values-driven institution committed to high standards
of environmental sustainability, Fairtrade practices and
animal welfare,’ said Professor Elizabeth Stuart, who signed
on behalf of the University during the A nimal W elfare and
Religion
Symposium.
‘Signing
the
CreatureKind
Commitment connects our values with our practice.
Compassion is at the heart of our institution and we seek to
improve the lives of animals used in the production of meat,
dairy and eggs, and reduce the demand for animal products
from factory farms.’

n 2nd November 2016 Winchester University’s new
Centre for Animal Welfare held its first symposium
on Animal Welfare and Religion. The event was hosted
by the Centre’s director, Prof. Andrew Knight and included
inspiring and enlightening talks by leading academics from
different faiths.
The first speaker was Joyce D’Silva, Ambassador
Emerita of Compassion in World Farming, who spoke on
what the faiths say about animals. Other speakers included
Professor Anna King of the University of Winchester who
spoke on Hindu attitudes to non-human animals; Professor
Graham Harvey of the Open University who spoke on Pagan
perspectives on animal welfare; Professor David Clough of
the University of Chester who spoke about Creaturekind: a
new framework for farm animal welfare; Professor Aaron
Gross from the University of San Diego who spoke about
animal protection and Jewish traditions; and Shaykh Ibrahim
Mogra who spoke about Islamic perspectives on animal
welfare.
An historic agreement was signed between Winchester
University and Creaturekind that would make the University
the first Creaturekind University in the country. For further
information on Creaturekind click here.
The Centre for Animal Welfare at Winchester University
aims to increase society’s knowledge and understanding of
animal welfare issues. For further information on the Centre
click here.

‘The establishment of the common origin of all species
logically involves a readjustment of altruistic morals, by
enlarging the application of what has been called the
Golden Rule from the area of mere mankind to that of the
whole animal kingdom.’
Thomas Hardy, OM (1840—1928)
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New All-Party
Parliamentary
Group on
Vegetarianism and
Veganism

A

IA members were delighted to
attend the inaugural meeting
of the All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Vegetarianism and Veganism
(APPGVV) on 6th December 2016
at the Houses of Parliament.
The new group is funded by the
Vegetarian Society, the Vegan Society
and V egetarian for Life and the
secretariat is provided by NCVO.
At the inaugural meeting Christina
Rees MP was elected as chair and the
other committee members include
Henry Smith MP and Kerry McCarthy
MP.
The first meeting was on the
subject ‘What does Brexit mean for
vegetarians and vegans?‘ and talks
were given by Stephen Pugh on the
future of guidance for vegetarian and
vegan labelling; Dr Kinesh Patel on
the labelling of medicines with
‘lifestyle choices’ and Jeanette
Bowley on veganism as a protected
belief.
The APPGVV has been set up to
look at the
issues
affecting
vegetarianism and veganism. The
group will meet four times a year to
hear representations from academics,
the
food
industry,
charities,
campaigners
and
interested
individuals. Further information can
be found at their website at
http://vegappg.org.uk/

New All-Party Parliamentary Group on
Jainism

T

he Institute of Jainology (IoJ), the international Jain organisation that is
an umbrella body for UK Jain community organisations, is delighted to
announce that on 22nd September 2016, the Jain All-Party Parliamentary
Group (APPG) was established in the House of Commons, London.
The APPG is a grouping of parliamentarians from both houses of
parliament, and all parties, who are interested in the Jain faith and community.
Commenting on this occasion, IoJ Chairman, Mr Nemu Chandaria noted, ‘Jainism
has now joined the other major faiths in the UK in having a APPG. This is a
momentous occasion for the Jain community’.
The Hon. Gareth Thomas, Member of Parliament for Harrow West, was
selected as the APPG Chair at the inaugural meeting. The Jain APPG hosted the
annual Ahimsa Day at the
House of Commons on 18th
October, and will host another
event in the spring to mark the
birth
anniversary
of
Tirthankara
Mahavir,
Jainism’s last teacher who
lived some 2,600 years ago.

Animal Replacement Centre of Excellence
Launched

T

he new Animal Replacement Centre (ARC) was launched by Dr Hadwen
Trust patron, Peter Egan on 25th October 2016. The ARC is a joint venture
between the Dr Hadwen Trust, Queen Mary University in London and the Blizard
Institute. It is dedicated to fighting skin, breast and prostate cancer using cutting
edge scientific research, whilst avoiding the use of animals. The ARC aims to
accelerate the development of human models for human diseases and reduce the
number of animals used in cancer research. The Dr Hadwen Trust invested
£1,000,000 into the ARC with the help of a generous legacy from Alan and Kathie
Stross.
AIA supports the Dr Hadwen Trust through its own Gandhi/ Schweitzer
Universal Kinship Fund, which has so far raised £25,000, largely through the
generosity of the Unitarians.
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ASWA Animals in War Memorial Service 2016

A

IA member organisations and many others
remembered the animals who lost their lives in
war at the ASWA memorial service for animals at the
Park Lane Animals in War Memorial at 3.00pm on
Sunday 13th November.
The service was led by Revd. Dr Helen Hall and
included readings from Revelations, War Horse and
Glowworms; intercessions by Revd. Professor Martin
Henig and an address by Pen Farthing of Nowzad Dogs.
After the two minutes silence, wreaths were laid for the
millions of animals who have lost their lives in war.

They had no choice.

Sunday 13th November
–
Sunday 20th November.

This Interfaith week The Animal Interfaith Alliance
celebrated the fact that all faiths shar e The Golden
Rule – to treat others as you would wish to be treated
yourself – and that those ‘others’ include all sentient
beings.
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AIA to Work with
The Alliance of Religions and Conservation
By Barbara Gardner

T

he Alliance of Religions and Conservation (ARC)
will be working with The Animal Interfaith Alliance
(AIA) in an exciting new project to create a greater
awareness of the plight of animals as sentient beings and
the effects of intensive livestock farming on climate
change.
ARC was founded in 1995 by Prince Philip to help the
world’s major faiths develop environmental programmes
based on their own core teachings, beliefs and practices and
is headed by Martin Palmer. Further details about ARC can
be found on its website at www.arcworld.org.

(Methane is 25 times more potent than carbon dioxide and
nitrous oxide is 300 times more potent than carbon
dioxide1). Yet the environment movement still focuses on
cutting carbon emissions and reducing palm oil and are
failing to embrace the challenge of eating less meat, or
better still, changing to a plant-based diet, in order to tackle
climate change and environmental destruction. This issue
was not on the table at last year’s Climate Change
Conference in Paris.
Likewise, organisations campaigning to end world
poverty are not embracing the challenge of redirecting the
grain, which is fed to farm animals to provide meat for the
first world, to the poor and starving of the third world, who
are being deprived of that grain.
This issue is about human health as well, and the
multi-billion-dollar medical bill of dealing with heartdisease, stroke, diabetes and some cancers - money that
could be going to help the poor. The W orld Health
Organisation recently officially labelled red meat as
carcinogenic.
These initiatives come at a time when there is both
grave danger of environmental destruction and strong
criticism of the way we treat our fellow sentient beings by
faith leaders such as Pope Francis and Archbishop
Desmond Tutu. Pope Francis says in Laudato Si’, ‘Clearly
the Bible has no place for a tyrannical anthropocentrism
unconcerned for other creatures’ and Archbishop Desmond
Tutu says, ‘Churches should lead the way by making clear
that all cruelty – to other animals as well as human beings –
is an affront to civilised living and a sin before God’.

Recognition of Animals as Sentient Beings
The European Union has already recognised animals as
sentient beings and this has been incorporated into the
European Treaty. It is time for the rest of the world to follow
suit. ARC and AIA want to create a United Nations
Declaration on Animal Welfare and ensure that animals are
included in next round of sustainable development goals.
The current sustainable development goals, agreed in 2015,
do not include animals and this must be addressed in the next
round which is due to take place in 2030.
The Effects of Intensive Farming on Climate Change
ARC will be working with AIA in its Cooler Eating
Campaign which aims to make the environmental,
development and faith organisations and politicians aware of
the effects of high levels of meat consumption on climate
change, the environment, third world poverty and human
health.
Methane and nitrous oxide emitted from farm animals
are the most potent greenhouse gases and far more rain forest
is destroyed for cattle ranches than for palm oil.

1. See Eating The Earth by Lisa Kemmerer.
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Young Indian Vegetarians Organise 36th Annual Vegan Lunch

T

he Young Indian Vegetarians (YIV) organised their 36th annual Vegan Christmas lunch on Sunday 11 December
2016. Around 110 people enjoyed a variety of mouth watering dishes. Representatives from local churches, voluntary
organisations and local school teachers were present. The leader of the Council and vegetarian Tony Newman, MP Steve Reed
and councillors were present too. They said the event is a great example of how the Indian community is playing a crucial role
in promoting friendship amongst communities in Croydon. AIA Patron Nitin Mehta, the founder, said that the event was
started 35 years ago with the idea of fostering friendship and understanding by sharing food together. The other aim was to
introduce English friends to the delights of Indian vegetarian food. The same goals drive the annual lunch. Guests also were
given a display of Yoga postures by 7 year old Yoga master Ishwar Sharma.
From left to right: Vinaybhai Kuntawala, Lilaben Jethwa, Pratibhaben Jethwa, Pratibha Mehta and Nitin Mehta.

Meatless Pledge Day
25th November

Earthling Ed’s Animal Rights
March in London

T

he
25th
November was
Meatless Pledge Day,
also the birthday of
Sadhu Vaswani.
AIA Hindu member
organisation, the Sadhu
Vaswani Centre UK,
took part in the
international
Sadhu
Vaswani
Mission’s
Meatless Pledge Day. If you didn’t sign the pledge this
year, join people from all over the globe in signing the
pledge form next year and sending it in.

O

n 29th October 2016 Earthling Ed led thousands
of people on an animal rights march in London
where he made a passionate and dynamic speech in
a packed Parliament Square. We applaud everyone who
joined this march to speak out against animal cruelty and
oppression.
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In Memoriam
Joan Court (1919 - 2016)

Wally Burley MBE
By Barbara Gardner

By Marian Hussenbux

I

offer the following, including
some personal memories, as a
few snapshots of Joan’s life.
Joan
inspired
many
demonstrations and protests over the
years, several of which Khalid and I
attended. Particularly memorable as
they benefited from interfaith
involvement was the march Meditate
to Liberate in 2004 in Cambridge, co
-organised with the Buddhist Amida
Trust and led by the Dharmavidya,
Dr. David Brazier, against the plan to
open another vivisection laboratory,
which never came to fruition; in
Oxford, where a new vivisection lab
was later established, the touching
silent vigil A Witness to Suffering
took place in 2006, again in concert
with the Amida Trust; at our meeting afterwards in the Quaker Meeting, refreshments
were kindly offered by Sikh friends; Joan’s Fast for Felix, also in Oxford, honoured
the monkey who represented the thousands of his kind sacrificed in laboratories.
Once again, members of the Amida Trust gave active support.
Khalid’s photo shows her leading a protest in Cambridge, with her Christian
friend the late James Thompson, the Animal Padre.
Joan was for many years an active committee member of Quaker Concern for
Animals, latterly a life member, and QCA supported the Phone Line Joan had set up
in Cambridge, a means by which members of the public who had urgent problems
with a suffering animal, or simply a request for information, could get her direct
attention and help. She was always generous with her time and energy.
Deeply concerned about how war devastates all species, Joan invited Bruce Kent
to speak at our 2003 AGM, after which QCA became an affiliate of his Movement for
the Abolition of War.
Joan was made a crew member of the Sea Shepherd Marine Conservation Society,
in 2005 joining their expedition to Brazil on a monitoring exercise.
In 2008, the RSPCA’s Lord Erskine Award honoured her work for the animals.
This award, which is presented “to an individual or organisation not necessarily
directly associated with the RSPCA” commemorates animal welfare pioneer Lord
Erskine of Restormel, who, in 1809, successfully introduced a Bill to Parliament “to
prevent malicious and wanton cruelty to animals”.
Joan said: ‘I was surprised to get this award from the “Establishment”, but happy
to have the opportunity to make a short speech in which I focused on the need for the
RSPCA and Animal Rights movements to learn about each other’s activities; at
present both are astonishingly unaware of the great work done by both and we need
each other.’
Joan had a long and productive life and she will be remembered with admiration and
affection as a significant figure in the animal rights movement, innovative,
indomitable and tenacious.

Wally Burley MBE, co-founder
and chair of the Labour Animal
Welfare Society (LAWS), died on
27 August 2016, aged 85, following
a long illness. Wally had been
instrumental in the founding of
LAWS in 1992 and had been its
leader and guiding force ever since.
Under
Wally’s
leadership,
LAWS played a major part in
passing key pieces of animal welfare
legislation
after
the
Labour
Government came to power in 1997.
He will be particularly remembered
for his efforts in securing an end to
cosmetic testing on animals in 1998,
banning fur farming in England and
Wales with the Fur Farming
(Prohibition) Act 2000, getting The
Hunting Act 2004 passed and
introducing The Animal Welfare Act
2006.
For further information about
LAWS go to:
www.labouranimalwelfaresociety.or
‘It is my view that the vegetarian
manner of being by its purely
physical effect on the human
temperament
would
most
beneficially influence the lot of
mankind.’
Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
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Holy Moli: Albatross and Other Ancestors
The following extract is from Holy Moli: Albatross and Other Ancestors by Hob Osterlund. It tells the story of the author’s
work for Laysan albatrosses and how these wonderful birds affected her life.

I

t was Christmas morning. All eighteen members of
the survey team dispersed for our first day off. As I
pedalled into the wind on Panama Jack, inquisitive white
“fairy” terns hovered over my head like angels scattering
sacraments. Yellow canaries hopped from tree to tree,
chirping cheerful ideas to each other. A highly endangered
Laysan teal waddled across the path, her mallard-coloured
body distinct from her mottled head, as if she hadn’t quite
decided which outfit to wear for the holidays. Common
mynas - superb mimics, all - stood in a circle clacking and
whinnying, doing their best mōlī impersonations.
There was rumoured to be a lone male short-tailed
albatross somewhere in the avian masses. If so, he was a
very rare bird indeed. Many years ago his species was
clubbed to near-extinction in Japan, millions of
magnificent creatures sacrificed for London ladies’ hats.
When we wear feathers like crowns, are we hoping
birds will abdicate to us?
I rode across the runway and dismounted when I
thought I was in the vicinity of the short-tailed wonder. As
I peered through my binoculars, a low-flying albatross
slammed into the back of my head. I fell to my knees from
the sheer force of the mōlī momentum. There was no pain,
no blood, no blackout. There was this strange sloshing,

though, as if my brain had liquefied on impact. I turned to
look behind me, rubbing my scalp, half-expecting to see a
knocked-out bird with cartoon stars circling his cranium. But
I was in the middle of a mob, and there was no clue which
bird had miscalculated my density. He must have jumped
up after our wham-bam and
———————————
hurried away without so much as
I know we can’t erase
a thank you ma’am. I must admit
human tragedies, but
I was a little disappointed our
can’t we at least
intimate moment mattered to me
acknowledge the loss of
and me alone.
other innocent beings
Then, from my sandy seat in
caught in our crossfire?
the grass, my thoughts returned
Are they not our brothers
to the short-tailed albatross.
and sisters?
Looking around, I spotted him
———————————
about two hundred feet away.
He was huge. He had a waxen yellow head, a pretty pink
bill, and a body of white feathers perfectly trimmed with
black. There was nothing especially short about his tail.
Despite the courtship frenzy going on all around him, he
looked bored. The winds of the North Pacific did not cause
him to hunker down, but the prospect of a girl did. His odds
were long, very long. There may not have been an eligible
female within a thousand miles or more. A few years ago
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Pihemanu translates to ‘loud din of birds’. In this case
‘din’ doesn’t merely refer to noise, nor does it translate
well. Its origin may be the Sanskrit word dhvan: to roar,
hint at, imply, make a noise, become covered, darken,
allude to, envelop, or wrap up. A Hawaiian-speaking
colleague recently compared the din of Pihemanu to the
collective sounds at a boisterous wedding reception.
Among the Christmas expressions I heard were wolf
whistles, insults, commitments, proposals, apologies,
recapitulations, memorials, birth announcements, and dance
invitations. I could have listened for years and still failed to
comprehend all of what was being expressed. The majority
of the sentiments came from Laysan albatross, but not
exclusively. Handsome black-footed albatross stroked the
lower chords amidst the high-pitched, swirling, chaotic
music. They chanted a nasal uh-oh, uh-oh, uh-oh and
trumpeted a note that sounded like ‘hey’ in a sustained
syllable that echoed from a faraway river canyon, shouted
by a man who urgently needed to be rescued. To be honest,
I couldn’t be entirely certain whether some of the sounds
didn’t come from the reverberations inside my own bangedup head.
I didn’t know if their calls were a warning, a plea, or a
mantra. I didn’t know if I was saved or screwed.
I only knew I was being called.
Uh-oh. Uh-oh. Heyyyyy.
Uh-oh. Heyyyyyy.
Heyyyyyy.’
Hob Osterlund is an award-winning writer and
photographer living on the Hawai’an island of Kauai. Her
work has appeared in the New York Times, National
Geographic Explorer, Audubon, National Wildlife, Nature
Conservancy, Hana Hou (Hawaiian Airlines), Ms.
Magazine and more.
She is the founder of the Kauai Albatross Network and
has served as a habitat liaison for a number of private
landowners for several years. Her work includes direct
services such as systematic monitoring of all Laysan
albatross on those properties, trapping predators and
serving as a link for the state and federal wildlife agencies.
Hob has worked as a Kauai Coordinator for the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology Bird Cam project. As a result, Laysan
albatross live streaming images have been seen around the
world for three nesting seasons. Season Three saw more
than 1.9 million viewers from 185 countries. Season Four is
expected to launch in January, 2017.

there had been a brief flash in the pan for him, when two
short-tailed girls were seen on Kure Atoll, about fifty miles
away. Their eligibility status changed, however, when they
decided to hook up with each other. The girls’ relationship
continues to this day.
Bachelorhood is a tiny obstacle compared to looming
submersion. Current NASA estimates suggest a three-foot
sea level rise by the end of this century. Gigantic weather
had already happened. When the Japanese tsunami hit in
2011, all human inhabitants of Pihemanu retreated to the
third floor of Charlie Barracks. The downy albatross babes
had no such means of escape. When it was over, two
hundred and fifty thousand chicks were gone. Half the entire
population that year; half the class of 2011.
I wanted to honour them. Commemorating other species
does not trivialize human loss - it adds paint to the palette. It
colours outside the dark lines of grief and makes it more
honest. It was nesting season, for example, when Midway
was bombed on December 7, 1941 - the same day as Pearl
Harbour. Why not add the birds to our Memorial Day
eulogies and commission mōlī sculptures among the marble
monuments for lost men? I know we can’t erase human
tragedies, but can’t we at least acknowledge the loss of other
innocent beings caught in our crossfire? Are they not our
brothers and sisters?
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Book Review
A Plea for the
Animals
By Matthieu Riccard

World’s Happiest Person
Prayer for the Week from Judy Carman of

Prayer Circle for Animals
‘COMPASSION ENCIRCLES THE EARTH FOR ALL BEINGS
EVERYWHERE’

C

A

Plea for the Animals:
The Moral, Philosophical
and Evolutionary Imperative
to Treat All Beings with
Compassion is the latest book
by AIA patron, Matthieu
Ricard
(ISBN 9781611803051).
It is unashamedly an animal
rights book, based not only on
Buddhist philosophy but also
on secular ethics, a subject that
Ricard
demonstrates
an
intimate knowledge of. He not
only argues convincingly for
the need for the ethical
treatment of all sentient beings
but he also explains the effects
of industrial breeding and meat
eating
on
poverty,
the
environment and health – an
issue very close to AIA’s heart
and
its
Cooler
Eating
Campaign!
I
strongly
recommend this book.
By Barbara Gardner

OMPASSION MAKES US HAPPY!! In an
online October “Veg News” article by Anna
Starostinetskaya, she reports that a vegan French
Buddhist monk, Matthieu Ricard, has been found to
be neurologically "happier" than maybe everybody,
after a twelve year study of his brain at the U. of
Wisconsin. Thus, he has been called the “world’s
happiest man.” During the study led by
neuroscientist, Richard Davidson, Ricard’s brain
signals were recorded. “Davidson found that when
Ricard was meditating on the topic of compassion,
his gamma ray readings - which are connected to
learning, memory, attention, and consciousness were off the charts.” Davidson explains that such
readings indicated an expanded ability to feel joy.
Ricard has written a book entitled A Plea for
Animals and has given a Ted Talk called “The Habits of Happiness.” He states that it is
his compassion for all beings that brings him such happiness. He agrees with us when he
says, “We can find means to survive without causing suffering to others.”
PRAYERS THIS WEEK TO SHARE OUR JOY WITH THE WORLD. We give thanks
for the key to happiness, joy, and inner peace that we found when we discovered vegan,
nonviolent, ahimsa living. As it is stated in the “Inner Peace Revolution” film at
upliftconnect.com, nonviolence is the bridge between social change and spiritual
development. We ask for strength to continue our peaceful revolution that will bring
liberation and lovingkindness to all life. Let us take time every day to meditate on
compassion and join Matthieu in becoming the world’s happiest people. It is with that
state of mind and heart that we can show others what joy and inner peace they will find
when they join us in living nonviolently and with deep reverence and compassion for all
life everywhere. May our growing inner peace and joy radiate out from us to bless all
people and all animals. May compassion for all become the beacon that leads us all to a
higher human consciousness. And in that state of higher human consciousness, all
suffering caused to animals by people will cease forever. As Paul Seymour
(paulseymour.com.au) sings in one of his amazing songs, “When the world is vegan,
there will never be another war.” Amen.
May Divine Wisdom, the animals’ grace, and our true hearts guide us toward ahimsa,
peace, liberation, and lovingkindness for all. As always, I send my thanks to each of
you, dear Prayer Circle members, for joining this circle of compassion and shining the
Light of Truth for all to see, so that one day soon, all beings will live in peace together.
May compassion and love reign over all the earth for all beings everywhere. Thank
you all for your devotion to truth, love, liberation and peace for all beings. With Love,
peace, and gratitude from Judy Carman, and greetings from Will, Madeleine, Tara and
the Circle of Compassion team.
PLEASE SHARE THIS WEEKLY PRAYER BY GOING TO Prayer Circle for
Animals Facebook page. www.facebook.com/groups/prayercircleforanimals.
To support our work and help us expand this ministry, please go to
http://circleofcompassion.org/donations.html
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‘Animals in Religion’ by Barbara Allen
Book Review by Barbara Gardner

B

arbara Allen’s Animals in Religion is probably one of the most comprehensive analyses
of the different religions’ views on and treatment of animals. Not only does it cover the
current main faiths but it also examines historical religions such as that of ancient Egypt, Celtic and
Viking myth and tribal religions which help us to understand how our views of animals in religion
has evolved.
Barbara’s work is very in depth and is the result of a considerable amount of research as she
analyses, not only the main texts of the various religions, but also their supporting texts and
‘forgotten’ texts. As such it provides a valuable resource for almost any information one might
need when researching any religion’s view on animals.
Unlike some books about animals in religion, Barbara does not try to seek out only those
aspects of each religion which support showing compassion towards animals. She demonstrates the
good and the bad aspects of each religion’s view of animals and highlights the many different and
inconsistent strands within a tradition which often has opposing views regarding the treatment of
animals. For example, there are sections of the Abrahamic faiths that argue that, as veganism was
the diet given by God to Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden and is the lifestyle recommended for the Peaceable Kingdom,
Jews and Christians should be vegan. But other sections of the Abrahamic faiths quote the laws on slaughter as an argument that
it is acceptable to kill and eat animals. Barbara takes a balanced approach to each view.
This book leaves the reader realising that there is no consistent moral code on the treatment of animals provided by religion
and leaves one wondering how to proceed with developing such a moral code. Should one adopt the religion that supports one’s
own view on the moral treatment of animals and ignore the rest? Should one cherry pick those bits of each religion which
support one’s views, as authors of other books on animals in religion have tended to do? Or should one ignore religion and try to
develop a new morality based on the modern day, post-Darwin science that was not available to the founders of religion and
which includes the findings of cognitive ethology and ethics, which challenge speciesism, and develop a new morality? If you
did that, how would you integrate the billions of people of faith in the world into such a non-faith-based approach? Whatever
feelings one has about animals in religion, this is an excellent book and I thoroughly recommend it.
Published 2016 by Reaktion Books, ISBN 978-1-78023-569-1.

‘Journeys of Compassion’ - an Anthology of Quaker Quotes
By Ann Johnson

J

OURNEYS OF COMPASSION, an anthology of Quaker quotes, poetry, art works and
actions, marks a remarkable 125-year journey of Quaker Concern for Animals. It
includes Quaker Quotations on A nimals, an anthology from the time of George Fox to the
present day, compiled and published by the Committee of QCA in 1990.
Quaker concern for non-human animals dates from the 1650s. It has been hard to single out
just a small sampling of our voices for animals over the years and we have attempted to base the
compilation on a range of concerns past and present. Interestingly, and sadly, some haven’t
changed.
In recent years, QCA has joined with those of other faiths, and none, and also our brave,
determined, secular animal rescue and campaigning groups. Journeys of Compassion reflects
this unity, including quotes and actions from a range of sources connected to QCA.
Journeys of Compassion is in soft cover A5 format, beautifully illustrated in black and white
and colour. To buy a copy, please send a cheque for £4.50 (inclusive of postage), made out to
Quaker Concern for Animals, to Ann Johnson, 5 Garden Mews, 15 Beachy Head Road, Eastbourne BN20 7QP. Remember to
enclose your address. www.quaker-animals.co.uk
*The Friends Anti-Vivisection Association was founded in 1891. Joseph Storrs Fry was the first President and Quaker MP
Joseph Rowntree was among the first Quakers to sign up for membership. Concern for animals grew within the Society of Friends
and the Association became the A nimal W elfare and A nti-Vivisection Society, then Quaker Concern for Animal Welfare and, in
1978, Quaker Concern for Animals.
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The Christian Vegetarian
Association
Please Begin or Renew Annual
Membership

There is no charge for receiving the weekly CVA enewsletter, but our ministry depends on the
contributions of our members, primarily for printing and
distributing our booklets at Christian concerts, revivals,
and other events. Please donate at
http://christianveg.org/freemembership_level.htm

Join Catholic Concern for Animals to receive
three free copies of The Ark each year
Contact Frances Chalk at
franceschalk@hotmail.co.uk

Medical Research Without
Animals with
The Dr Hadwen Trust

For anyone who was unable to attend this event, you
can watch the videos on the Y oung Jains UK
YouTube page at:
www.youtube.com/user/YoungJainsUK
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The Community of Creation:
Expanding the Circle of Compassion

Friday 24 March 2017 – Sunday 26 March 2017
At the Quaker Study Centre – Woodbrooke
Ensuite Fee: £238.00, Standard Fee: £218.00
Course Details
Are you concerned with animal suffering? Do you question the moral
justifications for their ill-treatment? Do you have an awareness of
them as precious creatures of God? This course will introduce key
themes in the field of Animal Theology within the context of the
Quaker faith. Looking at biblical, Buddhist and scientific
understanding, we will ask how our lives of active witness might
realise the common bonds we share with other species, and extend
our vision of the peaceable kingdom.
For further details go to:
https://www.woodbrooke.org.uk/courses.phpaction=course&id=11319

Faiths Working Together for Animals
Dharma Voices for Animals

Advertise
in Animal Spirit
Magazine

Become a member at no
cost and support the efforts
to raise awareness of the
suffering of animals in the
Dharma community.

Member organisations can receive a quarter
page advert for free in each
Animal Spirit magazine.

Check out our website at

http://dharmavoicesforanimals.org/

Rates for non-members are :
Quarter page - £25.00
Half page - £50.00
Full Page - £100.00

Watch our video featur ing
interviews
with
worldrenowned monastics and lay
teachers
including
Ven.
Bhikkhu Bodhi, Jetsuma
(Ven. Master) Tenzin Palmo,
Ven. Bhante Gunaratana
(Bhante G), Christopher Titmuss, Ven. Geshe Phelgye,
teachers from Spirit Rock Meditation Center and many
others.

Includes an advert
on the AIA website and social media.
Contact the editor at
Barbgard.aia@gmail.com
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Fundraising Objectives

Major Donors

AIA is looking to raise at least £10,000 per annum in ongoing support to
continue with its interfaith work for animals.

We are tremendously grateful to the
following major donors who have
supported AIA since its inception in
2014 with the following donations.

To do this, AIA is looking for 5 major donors who can commit £2,000 per
annum each to its work.

Diamond - £10,000 plus

AIA needs sustainable funding to:


Produce at least 2 copies of A nimal Spirit magazine each year at £4,000.

Meenal & Madhoo Mehta of the
Romeera Foundation

Gold – £1,000 - £10,000
Dr Richard D. Ryder





Campaign for animals and administer the charity at a cost of £5,000 per
annum.
Organise a fundraising event at the House of Commons.

Silver - £500 - £1,000
Anant Shah
Dr Deborah Jones

Bronze - £100 - £500

Benefits of Sponsorship


Be part of a movement that aims to bring about a peaceful world where
people of all faiths and none work together to treat animals with respect
and compassion.



Help to create a united voice for animals from all of the world’s faiths and
spiritual beliefs, based on their founders’ teachings, to promote the
humane treatment of animals.



Be recorded as a sponsor in A nimal Spirit magazine and on the AIA
website.



Be a VIP guest at our House of Commons reception.

The Mahavir Trust
Ketan & Kruti Varia
CCA
QCA

Donations up to £100:
ASWA,
Veerayatan UK,
Judith Wilkings,
Rev. Feargus O’Connor, Ann Moody,
Michael Allured,
Mr Thom Bonneville,
Mr Keith Cottrell, Mrs Rita Donovan,
Mrs Beryl Finch, Ms Angela Lynch,
Mr Harshad Sangrajka,
Mr Hasraj Shah, Ms Christine Snow

AIA’s Unique Selling Points


A unique alliance of organisations from the world’s major faiths.



An organisation which promotes both interfaith co-operation and animal
welfare.



The only organisation which draws on the combined wisdom of all faiths
to promote the compassionate treatment of animals.



AIA promotes social harmony by bringing faith groups together on an
issue they all have in common.



Politicians are encouraging interfaith co-operation, so they will listen to
AIA.
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If you would like to make
a donation or bequest
to the
Animal Interfaith Alliance,
please contact
Barbara at
Barbgard.aia@gmail.com
Or send a cheque to the
address on the ‘friend’
form on page 43.

ANIMAL INTERFAITH ALLIANCE
FRIEND FORM
Title: Dr______ Mr _______ Mrs _______ Ms _______ Other ________
First name _____________________________________ Surname: ______________________________________

I wish to become a friend of the Animal Interfaith Alliance: _______
Or –

I wish to renew my friendship of AIA:

_______

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ Postcode: __________________
Country: _____________________________ Email Address: __________________________________________
Telephone number: _____________________ Mobile number: __________________________________________

Type of Annual Friend (please tick):

Individual Friend £15.00 _______

or Individual Friend Concessions £7.50 _______

I would like to make a donation of £ ________________

Please either make cheques payable to ‘The Animal Interfaith Alliance’ and send to
The Membership Secretary, AIA, 19 Sudeley Grove, Hardwick, Cambridge, CB23 7XS.
Or make bank transfers to Tr iodos Bank, Sort code: 16-58-10, Account number: 20530234
Or pay by annual standing order
To (name of your Bank/Building Society) ___________________________________________________________
Bank’s Address ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ Post Code __________________________
My account number is ___________________________ Sort Code ____________________
I would like to give the sum of £ _________________ on the 1st day of each month/year,
starting on ______ /______ (Month/Year) until further notice in writing, to account number 20530234 of The Animal
Interfaith Alliance, Triodos Bank, sort code 16-58-10.

Signature: ____________________________________________ Date: _______________________
Capacity within organisation (e.g. Treasurer/Secretary)_____________________________________________
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O mild and gentle Lord Jesus how can you suffer
Your creatures to be so wretched and abused?
I beg you, come to the aid of all the innocent and oppressed,
That they may not despair,
And enlighten those in high office,
That they may understand what it is they do
And that justice be not corrupted and
Become cruelty and Godlessness.
By Father Frederich Spee, SJ, 1631
(Taken from ‘With the Eyes of Love’ by Christa Blanke)
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